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BY VALERIA ESCOBAR
Spectator Staff Writer 

Shawn Edwards, SEAS ’90, 
’95 and chief technology offi-
cer at Bloomberg, highlighted 
the importance and expan-
sive impact of engineering in a 
world that is being transformed 
by technology at the School 
of Engineering and Applied 
Science’s Class Day on Monday 
afternoon.

Edwards graduated from 
SEAS with B.S. and M.S. degrees 
in electrical engineering. At 
Bloomberg, he leads a research 
team that investigates emerg-
ing technologies to address and 
improve technical strategies for 
the company. His leadership in 
initiatives that advance aca-
demia and industry earned him 
a place among the financial in-
dustry’s top 10 technology lead-
ers, according to Institutional 
Investor. 

Upon entering the work-
force, Edwards thought that his 
degree in electrical engineering 
would lead him to a long career 
of building computer chips. At 
his first job, he did just that—
working on mainframe hard-
ware while studying for his 
master’s degree. When he ar-
rived at Bloomberg, he quickly 
discovered that engineering 
thinking alone was not sufficient 
to tackle the problems that the 
world faces. 

“I didn’t get to where I am 
today by following my original 
plan. I got here by realizing as 
an engineer I could do so much 
more than I thought,” Edwards 
said. “You’re graduating into a 
world where almost every intel-
lectual field and every industry 
is being transformed by technol-
ogy. Engineering today is now a 
foundational skill necessary for 
the advancement of nearly every 
discipline. “

He emphasized that 
Columbia, with its global and 
humanity-centered focus, is 
a leading force in producing 

engineers for tomorrow—a sen-
timent that was echoed by SEAS 
Dean Mary Boyce. 

Acknowledging the founda-
tional role engineering will play 

in confronting issues such as a 
growing population, the increas-
ing demand for resources, and 
the creation of equitable con-
ditions, Boyce asked graduates 
to bring their talents, ethical 
mindsets, and moral integrity 
to develop innovative solutions. 
Boyce asked for the graduates to 
consider their roles as Columbia 
engineers and applied scientists 
as pivotal to the changing world.

“We are counting on you. In 
the years and decades to come, 
the rapid advances in new ma-
terials and devices in robot-
ics, in algorithm, and artificial 

intelligence are going to em-
power your generation to being 
transformational change and 
you much do so responsibly,” 
Boyce said. 

In his closing remarks, 
University President Lee 
Bollinger noted the unique posi-
tion of Columbia engineers who 
have been versed in the “worlds 
of engineering and technol-
ogy, and the worlds of human 
values.” 

“I now urge you to create a 
professional life in which you 
marry these areas. This is es-
sential for yourselves and for 
everyone else on the planet,” 
Bollinger said. 

valeria.escobar
@columbiaspectator.com

CC Class Day emphasizes optimism, progress
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PUSHING FOR POSITIVITY |  A Broadway actor dismantled perceptions of negative progress.

BY SHUBHAM SAHARAN
Spectator Staff Writer 

Brandon Victor Dixon, CC 
‘03, Tony Award-winner and 
Broadway actor, highlighted con-
temporary progress and chal-
lenged notions of a “degrading” 
world at Columbia College’s Class 
Day on Tuesday. 

Dixon, a first-generation, 
Jamaican-American student, of-
ficially received a bachelor of 
arts in 2007 after his senior year 
at Columbia was interrupted by 
him getting the role of Simba in 
The Lion King. He is most known 
for his work as Aaron Burr in 
Hamilton the musical as well as 
co-producing the Tony Award-
winning Broadway show, Hedwig 
and the Angry Inch. 

During his address to the class 
of 2019, Dixon emphasized the ob-
ligation that people with privilege 
possess in supporting people and 
communities around them. 

“I recognize my privilege. I am 
privileged to have the means and 
access to tell stories, so it is my re-
sponsibility to tell ones that matter. 
Most of us are all privileged in one 
way or another,” Dixon said. “I be-
lieve the purpose of our time, with 
our resources, if it is not in support 
of all those around us, then what 
we are doing, what we are engaged 
in, isn’t worth anything at all. That 
is where the bar is now.” 

Later on in his speech, he 

proceeded to ask the graduating 
class how many of them thought 
the world they were going into is 
headed in the right direction. Next 
to no hands went up. Then, he 
asked how many people thought 
the world was headed in the wrong 
direction; this time, many hands 
went up. 

In response, however, Dixon 
strongly opposed the notion that 
the world is degrading, instead 
stating that much of the negative 
perception of communities around 
us is inspired by consumption of 
a few, biased news sources as op-
posed to interacting with people 
in the community. As an example, 
he cited how, in his travels, he was 
able to see progress through his 
interactions with individuals from 
various communities. 

“I challenge the notion that 
things are getting worse, I believe 
they are getting better,” Dixon 
said. “We make a mistake when 
we accept the story that we are 
told, when we accept that as the 
truest form of ourselves and our 
neighbors.” 

Dixon concluded his remarks 
by encouraging the class to think 
expansively, to use their knowl-
edge and tools to construct the 
world they want to see around 
them and the role they wish to 
have in that change. 

In his address to the class, 
Dean of Columbia College James 
Valentini used popular modes of 

interpretations used in Literature 
Humanities, a class which is re-
quired for all Columbia College 
students in their first year, such as 
hermeneutics and “the beginner’s 
mind” to deconstruct the ideas hi-
erarchy which are presupposed in 
interactions, such as in interactions 
between deans and students or 
teachers and students. He encour-
aged the graduating class to con-
sider others as equals in their in-
teractions in the future and to trust 
themselves in making decisions. 

“My use of beginner’s mind 
in this way intends for you to put 
aside the judgement of others as 
your guide and to use self-aware-
ness and self-reflection to guide 
you to make your own decisions,” 
Valentini said. 

During student statements, 
Class President Mina Mahmood, 
CC ’19, congratulated the class for 
overcoming trials and tribulations 
throughout their four years at the 
college and emphasized the impor-
tance of diversity within the gradu-
ating class. 

“To the many black and brown 
faces entering the world right now 
as Columbia graduates, congratu-
lations,” Mahmood said. “In so 
many moments we found our voice 
and power in each other, I see you, 
I am proud of you, and I am rooting 
for you in all that you do.” 

shubham.saharan
@columbiaspectator.com

SEAS speaker says we need humanities education
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TECHNOLOGY TAKEOVER  |  The CTO of Bloomberg spoke to 
the need for humanities-centered, liberal arts approach to STEM.
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BY MARIANNA 
NAJMAN-FRANKS

Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

Award-winning actress and 
humanitarian Viola Davis told 
graduates to find an “elixir” 
that drives them to work for 
causes bigger than themselves 
at Barnard Commencement 
at Radio City Music Hall on 
Monday night, emphasizing 
that intersectionality is crucial 
for empathy and inclusivity. 

“History is not the past, it 
is the present. We carry histo-
ry with us; we are our history. 
You are a product of your en-
vironment,” Davis said. “Your 
resistance is an amalgamation 
of every triumph, battle, every 
woman who had an idea and 
massaged it, every person who 
survived slavery and Jim Crow, 
each of them passing this all 
onto you, with love.”

Davis is the first black 
woman to be awarded a Tony 
Award, Emmy Award, and an 
Academy award, known as the 
Triple Crown of Acting. She has 
starred in many films, includ-
ing “Fences,” “Widows,” and 
“Doubt,” a single eight-minute 
scene in the latter earned her 
an Oscar nomination. Davis is 
also known for her work as an 
activist and has worked with 
the charity Hunger Is to take 
steps eradicating child hunger 
in America. 

Davis recalled her child-
hood, growing up in a low-
income household on Rhode 
Island where she often went 
hungry. She detailed a partic-
ular anecdote where she sat 
on her bathroom floor at nine 
years old, and demanded that 
God take her away from the life 
she lived. 

“[I] said ‘God, if you exist, 

when I count to 10 I want to be 
gone,’” Davis said. “But he led 
me right there, so that when I 
gain strength I can remember 
what it means to be hungry, to 
be in trauma, to be living in pov-
erty. I can remember what it’s 
like to be a child who dreams 
and sees no physical manifesta-
tion of it.” 

Davis encouraged graduates 
to own traumatic histories and 
not to shy away from them, and 
to understand that these expe-
riences give them strength and 
power to empathize with oth-
ers and ultimately to generate 
change. She also emphasized 
that moving forward and fight-
ing for change requires having 
the courage to confront not just 
select histories, but both the 
good and bad in history.

“How about the greatest 
document written in this coun-
try was written at a time when 
black people were enslaved and 
women were fighting for their 
bodies? Who said that all of 
you has to be good? All of you 
is all of you. Own it. Own every 
shooter in America, every ex-
perience and memory even if it 
was dramatic. If it hurts to wage 
battle, ask why, then you begin 
to reconcile, to have the cour-
age to face, and then finally to 
connect, to empathize, and then 
to heal. This is all the fuel of the 
warrior,” Davis said.  

However, Davis also empha-
sized that these movements 
for change must take on the 
responsibility not only for con-
versation, for individuals, but 
broader change. 

“You attend a school whose 
mission it is to give you not just 
a diploma, but a sword. Wield it 
or put it away as a conversation 
piece,” Davis said.  

Davis also stressed the 

importance of empathy as the 
graduates moved through life. 

“You can only understand 
people if you can feel them in 
yourself,” Davis said. “On this 
day of your genesis, your com-
mencement, your mark in your 
history, perhaps your elixir is 
this: You can either leave some-
thing for people or leave some-
thing in people.” 

At Barnard Commencement, 
Medals of Distinctions were 
awarded to other women who 
excel in their fields, including 
Sana Amanat BC ’04, vice presi-
dent of content and character 

development at Marvel Comics, 
Cherrie Moraga, chicana les-
bian poet, playwright, and 
essayist. 

Shirley Adelson Siegel, BC 
’37, the first head of New York 
State’s Civil Rights Bureau 
and a lawyer who advocated 
for fair housing laws and civil 
rights in New York City, re-
ceived a standing ovation from 
the crowd as she received her 
award. 

Student speakers included 
Demme Durrett, BC ’19, and 
Surbhi Lohia, BC ’19, the co-
chairs of Barnard’s Senior Fund. 

Durrett and Lohia announced 
that the Senior Fund this year 
will fund efforts to support first-
generation and low-income stu-
dents attending Barnard. Each 
quarter of the fund will be do-
nated to different initiatives as-
sisting these students, includ-
ing to Barnard’s FLIP library 
and to the Tisch Scholarship 
for Refugee Women. 

Barnard President Sian 
Beilock addressed the gradu-
ates and gave them pointers on 
how to combat imposter syn-
drome as they go on to excel 
in their chosen fields. Beilock 

cited her own research, recom-
mending that when students 
feel unsure of whether or not 
they belong where they are, 
they should write their fears 
down on paper. 

“You are all the kind of wom-
en that infiltrate and subvert,” 
Beilock said, “you are all well 
equipped to go and meet the 
world. You are all capable of 
greatness, and that has nothing 
to do with the validation that 
you receive from other people.” 

marianna.najmanfranks
@columbiaspectator.com

Fashion model, activist calls on graduates to use their education to advocate for positive change at GS 
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FASHION AND FORWARD MOVEMENT  |  Sara Ziff spoke about how her experiences and hardships in the modeling industry spurred her own activism in labor rights at GS Class Day 2019. 

BY MARIANNA 
NAJMAN-FRANKS

Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

At the School of General 
Studies Class Day, fashion model 
and labor rights activist Sara Ziff, 
GS ’11, encouraged students to use 
their Columbia education to advo-
cate for equality and equity out-
side of the classroom. In light of 
ongoing bargaining negotiations, 
she also spoke on the graduate 
student union and the need for 
protections against harassment 
through a strong contract.

Ziff began modeling at age 14, 
and had a successful career in the 
fashion industry. After enrolling 
in GS, she directed a documentary 
which chronicled the darker, abu-
sive side of the modeling industry. 
She has since been an advocate for 
labor rights and the protection of 
child models, and has worked 
with policy makers to pass 
multiple bills in New York and 

California which protect models 
and their rights as workers. 

Ziff emphasized the fact that 
during her time at GS, Columbia 
allowed her to ground her experi-
ence in the modeling industry in a 
broader understanding of political 
and historical trends because of 
the time spent learning from her 
professors. 

“My professor in the political 
science department first taught 
me the history of the labor move-
ment and the power in communi-
ty organizing,” Ziff said. “For me, 
that was a gift of wisdom, and I’m 
sure you have been given similar 
gifts from professors who may 
continue to be lifelong friends 
and mentors.”

After her documentary, Picture 
Me, was released,  Ziff said the 
agency failed to address her con-
cerns seriously, and she chose to 
leave. Though she no longer had 
the job that she relied on to pay 
for tuition at Columbia, Ziff began 

to focus her attention on how her 
experience in modeling reflected 
larger problems regarding work-
ers’ rights. 

“As my years went on at 
Columbia, I began to see myself 
and my colleagues as workers, and 
the problems that we face as labor 
rights issues,” Ziff recalled. 

Ziff advised graduates to be 
fearless and to advocate for causes 
they care about and use their plat-
forms to generate positive impact. 

“Know that justice is conta-
gious,” Ziff said. “When you face 
injustice, you might think it’s 
a personal failure, but you will 
hear other people say ‘me too.’ 
There are structural issues here 
that need to be addressed, and if 
you organize your peers, you can 
change things. Be fearless and 
take calculated risks.”

Continuing to emphasize the 
importance of translating learn-
ing in the classroom to concrete 
policies and campaigns outside of 

school, Ziff called upon University 
President Lee Bollinger and 
Columbia as a whole to negoti-
ate a strong contract with the 
Graduate Workers of Columbia  
that included protections against 
sexual harassment and assault. 
The graduate student union, 
which went on strike last year, be-
gan negotiating with Columbia in 
late February. 

“The antidote is fearlessness, 
speaking up for what is right. It 
starts at home, where Columbia 
graduate students are bargain-
ing for their first union contract. 
Unions are one of the most effec-
tive frameworks for equality. I 
sincerely hope that the University 
puts forth a strong contract with 
its students,” Ziff said. The end of 
her remarks was drowned out by 
the audience’s applause.

Matthew Hess, GS ’19, gave the 
salutatory address, echoing Ziff’s 
message by advising graduates 
to pursue careers wherein they 

advocate for those who deserve 
justice and equality. Hess served 
in the U.S. Marine Corps before 
attending GS.

“The world needs leaders who 
care about issues like poverty, rac-
ism, religious discrimination, and 
climate change. As graduates of 
Columbia we will have more op-
portunities than most to address 
these issues,” Hess said. “Let’s re-
member the second chance that 
GS has given us and use our suc-
cess to make spaces for those who 
have been left behind.” 

Bollinger gave a brief address 
to the graduates of the class of 
2019, choosing to focus on the late 
Peter Awn, dean of GS for decades, 
who passed away in February and 
whose life was celebrated in both 
pictures and words at a commem-
orative ceremony last week. 

“The person most responsible 
for what we are all celebrating 
today, for the School of General 
Studies, is Peter Awn. You are the 

beneficiaries of all of Peter Awn’s 
work, but you also take with you 
the image of a person who you 
will be fortunate to emulate for 
the rest of your lives,” Bollinger 
said. 

Brittany Marie Summer, GS 
’19, was named the valedictorian 
of the class of 2019. A former bal-
lerina who danced professionally 
for a decade at the Boston Ballet, 
Summer reminded students to 
value what they’ve learned at 
Columbia with intention and pur-
pose as they move forward. 

“What we’ve learned in class is 
important, but we must embody 
our school’s motto and be the light 
unto others in the way that GS has 
been for us. No matter what we 
end up doing, we will always do it 
on purpose,” Summer said. “Let’s 
always be willing to take bets on 
ourselves.” 

marianna.najmanfranks
@columbiaspectator.com
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A HUMAN HISTORY  |  Davis spoke to a captivated audience of graduating seniors, calling on them to approach their lives with empathy. 

Viola Davis calls for empathy at 
Barnard Commencement
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BY SHUBHAM SAHARAN
Spectator Staff Writer 

When she first entered 
Columbia Women’s Business 
Society to explore her inter-
est in business and consulting, 
Kiana Mendes, CC ’19, noted 
that it was not as diverse of a 
space as it could have been. 
Ever since joining her sopho-
more year and then formally 
joining the executive board her 
junior year, Mendes’ platform 
centered around pushing for 
genuine diversity and inclusion 
efforts within the club. 

“Seeing a black woman in 
spaces sometimes was the push 
I needed to join that space. I 
would love to be that for some-
one else if I can be.” 

Throughout her time at 
Columbia, Mendes has been 

involved in student orga-
nizations such as the Black 
Students’ Organization; the 
Undergraduate Consulting 
Club, for which she served as 
vice president; and Columbia 
Women’s Business Society, 
for which she participated in 
the marketing committee, was 
the membership development 
chair, and served as VP in her 
sophomore, junior, and senior 
year respectively. 

In her first year, Mendes 
joined BSO to find and connect 
with the black community at 
Columbia, which she said pro-
vided a safe space for herself 
and her friends as first-years 
acclimating to the University.

“The two pillars to my iden-
tity are being black and be-
ing a woman,” Mendes said. 
“Through the BSO I connected 

to that blackness and then 
through the business society I 
connected with the female side 
of me.” 

During her time in these or-
ganizations, Mendes made it a 
goal to extend that inclusive 
space to others by prioritizing 
women’s empowerment and 
promoting diversity and inclu-
sion efforts. 

“I navigate the space as a 
black woman, and I try to bring 
black women with me when I 
can—that’s my goal in life, to 
bring more women of color 
generally into spaces where we 
were formerly denied access,” 
she said.  

During her time as VP 
of CWBS, for example, she 
worked toward that goal by 
ensuring that a diverse and in-
clusive body of speakers was 

present in this year’s annual 
CWBS Conference, among 
whom were managing direc-
tor of Santander Bank Cristina 
Schulman, CBS ’95, a member 
of the Latinx community, and 
CEO of Deloitte consulting 
Janet Foutty, who spoke exten-
sively about the importance of 
diversity in the workspace dur-
ing her keynote address. 

Mendes also helped start 
a community outreach pro-
gram which hosted events at 
a Harlem middle school to 
teach young girls about finan-
cial literacy—events which she 
has stated have been critical in 
her time at Columbia. She re-
called how one of their first 
events, where they went to a 
local middle school, bought 
students pizza, and conduct-
ed a financial literacy activity 

reinforced the importance of 
CWBS for her. 

“That was one of the mo-
ments where I thought I love 
this organization, just seeing 
that and the impact we were 
having on those young girls 
who are in our backyard,” she 
said. “There are so many young 
girls seeking mentors and we 
can be that for them, we just 
have to walk to them, they’re 
there.” 

A political science major 
with a special concentration in 
business management, Mendes 
can be found on the hunt for 
the next greatest restaurant, 
bopping to Drake, watching her 
hometown teams—the Patriots 
and Celtics—and napping dur-
ing her free time. 

She said she is also a self-
proclaimed “obnoxious 

Bostonian,” and has come to 
dislike New York City. But she 
credits the area for forcing her 
to become an adult, learning 
how to fend for herself, and 
ultimately, through its trials 
and tribulations, for finding 
her identity. 

“I am definitely a differ-
ent person than the one who I 
came here as. This place forc-
es you to figure out who you 
are and who you want to be,” 
Mendes said. “I always identify 
first as a black woman, I think 
that’s such an integral part of 
my identity, it’s an identity I’m 
proud of, I never shy away from 
that, if anything I try to accen-
tuate the fact that I’m a black 
woman.”

shubham.saharan
@columbiaspectator.com

BY SHUBHAM SAHARAN
Spectator Staff Writer 

When he first came to 
Columbia, Samuel Castro, SEAS 
’19, noted how the transition to 
college was especially difficult 
as a Los Angeles native, which 
would require moving thou-
sands of miles away from his 
family and existing networks. 

 “Especially growing up as 
a part of the Latinx commu-
nity, family means everything,” 
Castro said. “But I knew I was 
going to a place where there was 
the opportunity for growth. My 
mom always told me, I’m not 
sending you off to jail, you have 
opportunities.” 

During his first few months 
here, Castro was able to devel-
op a connection with various 
members both in and out of the 
Columbia community. He re-
called how, when he first came 
to New York, he and his mother 
went to the local church where 
she introduced him to the pastor 
who offered to be a support sys-
tem for Castro during his four 
years here. 

Likewise, he remembered 
how, in the first few months of 
his first year, he lost his ID in 
John Jay Dining Hall and was 
helped by a facilities worker, 
Teresa, who he says, “became 
his second mom.” 

Castro’s connection with 
the community around him in-
cluded a number of student or-
ganizations on campus, where 
he focused on creating a sense 
of community among peo-
ple. He was an active member 
of Columbia’s Model United 
Nations team and Society of 

Hispanic Pre-Professional 
Engineers, for which he served 
as director of publicity and in-
ternal vice president in his 
sophomore and senior year 
respectively. 

“For me, la familia is my life,” 
he said. “Every organization I 
join I want to make sure I am 
part of a family, in the sense 
that you have these intimate 
connections.” 

In recent years, he has been 
able to guide younger delegates 
in MUN in honing their speak-
ing skills, and through these ex-
periences, create a second fam-
ily—one which he continues to 
communicate with, and occa-
sionally, dance salsa with. 

Throughout his tenure in 
SHPE, Castro has focused on 
making sure Hispanic engi-
neers are given a voice on cam-
pus and are reaching out to 
their surrounding community. 
During his time there, SHPE 
put on events such as Noche 
de Ciencias, participated in the 
national SHPE conference, and 
began to put on the HISPA con-
ference at Columbia, bringing 
together college and high school 
students for a daylong STEM-
focused educational conference.

For Castro, working with the 
board and community engage-
ment was a crucial aspect of cre-
ating and enforcing community 
values. 

“It’s so rewarding seeing high 
school students who are facing 
their own challenges coming to-
gether, asking questions, and be-
ing able to guide them,” he said. 
“They’re able to see that people 
like them exist at these institu-
tions, and that’s super crucial in 

terms of representation.” 
Castro’s community has ex-

tended beyond just those in stu-
dent organizations; it has seeped 
into his academic life as well. In 
his four years here, Castro has 
been able to travel the world—
from the La Romana, Dominican 
Republic; to Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil; to Mumbai, India; to 
Nampula, Mozambique—com-
bating the global public health 
crisis and doing cancer research 
with biomedical engineering 
professor Tal Danino. 

Growing up, Castro’s father 
was diagnosed with cancer. His 
impetus to go into biomedi-
cal research, he said, has been 
working toward a solution to 
give back to the doctors who 
saved his father’s life, and the 
lives of thousands of others.

During his time in 
Mozambique, while he was help-
ing pilot an early infant diagno-
sis tracker for HIV transmission, 
Castro had a conversation with a 
coworker which reminded him 
of how essential it was that he 

carry his experiences with him 
back to Columbia. 

“One of my coworkers in 
Nampula told me, ‘Look, you’re 
able to travel; there are peo-
ple who are born here, they’re 
raised here, they’re married 
here, and they die here,’” Castro 
said. “Being able to travel and 
bring these experiences with 
you, you can bring it back to the 
community—in Columbia, you 
can bring these ideas and per-
spectives back and try to find 
solutions.” 

It has been these cultivated 
relationships, he stated, from 
every people in every corner 
of the world, and across our 
campus, which have shaped his 
identity today. 

“Every person I meet, wheth-
er that be the workers at Ferris 
or my barber, or anyone, it’s the 
little people who have changed 
who I am and made me who I 
am,” Castro said. 

shubham.saharan
@columbiaspectator.com
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BY VALERIA ESCOBA
Spectator Staff Writer 

The winter break of her first 
year, Emily Sun, CC ’19, repre-
sented Columbia on Jeopardy! 
College Championship. Paired 
with her fresh-faced aura, she 

felt that her undeclared major 
status weakened her sense of 
self—otherwise, she would have 
been able to speak into the cam-
era screens more eloquently. 

She made it to the semifinals, 
and wants to make one thing 
clear to her Twitter haters: She 

clicked the buzzer on the ques-
tion about Columbia.

Sun was 100 percent sure she 
would pursue pre-med when she 
first set foot on campus, enter-
ing as a Rabi Scholar and hav-
ing already done research for 
two years. She grew up in San 

Diego, where biotech was an 
inevitability. But, maybe she 
wasn’t so sure. Logically, she 
should have accepted the offer 
to attend a direct medical school 
program, but something drew 
her to Columbia—and she said 
that Literature Humanities with 
professor Richard Sacks was her 
first, and almost forced, intro-
duction to a world that deviated 
her from her solidified path. 

“Richard Sacks’ methods 
were very philologically based 
and almost scientific in a way. 
That led me to understand sci-
ence as poetic. How the systems 
and molecules interact—one 
little thing can change the en-
tire meaning of function. I think 
that’s how poetry works,” Sun 
said. 

By her sophomore year, Sun 
had only taken two English class-
es including Lit Hum. This was 
enough to challenge the notion 
she would pursue the pre-med 
path, in addition to conversations 
around mental health that high-
lighted what she’d call “a very 
sad and dark time on campus.” 
It felt like she was constantly ex-
periencing an existential crisis. 

The same year, she decided, 
almost randomly, to attend the 
Geological Excursion to

Death Valley with professor 
Nicholas Christie-Blick, during 
which she witnessed his devo-
tion to a field he loved. It was this 
passion that she says propelled 

her to follow her interests in 
English. 

“Professor Blick was so won-
derful and passionate about ev-
erything that he was doing. I 
want to be like that. I want to be 
as interested and find as much 
magic in what i’m doing as he is,” 
Sun said. 

After she decided to pursue 
English, Sun was accepted to the 
Williams Traveling Fellowship, 
which would allow her to study 
some of the oldests books in the 
English language at the Exeter 
Cathedral for the summer. Every 
morning, she would touch, read, 
and work with books that she 
would have never imagined pos-
sible as an undergraduate. 

According to Sun, her profes-
sor once told her that “every time 
you touch a medieval object, it’s 
just electric.” Every day during 
her fellowship, she was served 
a cup of tea as she read the texts 
that animated her intellectual 
vigor—she was experiencing 
magic. 

“I think [medieval texts] are 
very humanly interesting on an 
instinctual level. So cool and 
enigmatic,” Sun said. “The thing 
that really got me interested in 
Old English, and my work so far, 
has been about riddles. Some of 
them are about soul and body 
and bibles, and some of them are 
about dick jokes. Or the answer is 
‘a key’ or ‘an onion,’ but it could 
also be phrased as something 

that is completely naughty or 
obscene.”

For example, Sun said, there is 
no way to tell if the Canterbury 
Tales are in order, even after ex-
tensive efforts of codebreaking 
through history. She knows that 
she has stakes in studying the 
English language. 

According to Sun, coming into 
her passion led to the realization 
that she was deserving of help in 
support. From the 200-student 
biology lectures to the one-on-
one personal relationships she 
cultivated with her English pro-
fessors, Sun learned that her 
passion was justified and war-
ranted the guidance that would 
allow her to be a representative 
of her background in a field that 
has filled her world. This com-
ing fall, Sun will pursue a Ph.D. 
in English at Harvard University. 

Ultimately, Sun said that 
her own culture and identity 
align with the magic she found 
through language, the written 
word, and texts throughout time. 

“As someone who has had a 
lot of different experiences with 
translation and with parents who 
speak a different language and 
when you communicate some-
thing, what is lost whether it’s 
through reading or publication 
or editorial or free speech—that’s 
something that’s driven me.”

valeria.escobar
@columbiaspectator.com

BY VALERIA ESCOBAR
Spectator Staff Writer 

As Shreya Sunderram, BC ’19, 
sat in the living room where she 
holds her most valuable college 
memories, she thinks to how of-
ten the one-on-one interactions 
with her friends, peers, profes-
sors, and students have shifted 
her understandings of the world. 

When she arrived at Barnard, 
she thought she would pursue 
a “traditional path” to chang-
ing the world. After four years, 
Barnard showed her how much 
activism can happen in small 
spaces. In fact, it was those per-
sonal conversations that would 
define her trajectory as an ac-
tivist and teacher in the public 
school system. 

For Sunderram, the com-
ments she heard from her 
friends about having racist pro-
fessors, wishing they had better 
accommodations, and having a 
more diverse curriculum should 
not be made in isolation. She 
also knew that someone need-
ed to hear, and something had 
to be done. 

Her senior year, she found-
ed and created the Bold 
Conference, a day of dialogue 
between faculty, students, and 

staff about issues of inclusion 
and equity at Barnard College. 

“We have those conversa-
tions in isolation, we have them 
with other students, we have 
them in more informal space. 
Simultaneously, professors are 
very conscious of some of these 
issues … but [the conversations] 
were never happening together.” 
Sunderram said. “Rather than 
having the event be a negative 
space, the point of it was to cre-
ate this positive idea that if we 
work together, there are many 
ways that we can reform the 
classroom.” 

Sunderram said she hopes 
that the Bold Conference, her 
biggest legacy at Barnard, will 
continue annually. In seeing the 
conversations between students, 
faculty, and staff happening the 
the same room, she said she saw 
how much the community was 
committed to improving the 
school.

“It may be an uncomfortable 
space for some people, but it re-
quires reform and constant ac-
tivism and love. It’s through love 
for Barnard that we want to fight 
to make it better,” Sunderram 
said.

Most of what prepares her 
as a teacher and activists she 

learned through being a student. 
Sunderram recognizes that all of 
the issues she faced at Barnard 
are amplified “tenfold” in the 
public school system, an idea 
she affirmed during her time in 
the Urban Teaching cohort—a 
program at Barnard that pro-
vides teaching certification af-
ter students meet a required a 
minimum of 360 teaching hours. 

After a full day of serving 
as a student-teacher at a pub-
lic school, Sunderram attended 
classes that informed her under-
standing of how to encourage 
students to authentically share 
their lived experiences. 

On one occasion, she said 
that as she taught a class on 
incarceration and prison abo-
lition, many students shared 
their experiences with the 
school-to-prison pipeline and 
their overall dismay about the 
role of incarceration in society. 
However, when asked to write 
a formal assignment about the 
topic, many students submitted 
statements of approval toward 
prisons, because they believed 
that that kind of essay would 
be more acceptable, rather than 
pushing back with their own 
lived experiences. 

In light of these discrepancies, 

Sunderram said that her mis-
sion in life is to “affirm other 
people’s lived experiences and 
make people feel empowered to 
share how they genuinely feel 
about something.”  

According to Sunderram, 

these changes will require radi-
cal love for the cause and those 
who could be impacted—the 
same love she has for Barnard, 
and the same love that she has 
for education. 

When she was writing her 

senior thesis, Sunderram said 
that reading great thinkers 
such as James Baldwin, Angela 
Davis, Gloria Ladson-Billings, 
and Grace Lee Boggs enabled 
her to create a life philosophy 
at the culmination of the project. 

Citing these authors, Sunderram 
said both the teacher and per-
son she hopes to become can 
be summarized simply: “equity, 
empathy, and radical love.” 

“I really hope that if I’ve had 
any impact on this campus it’s 

that people aren’t afraid to use 
their own agency to push back 
against things, to ask questions, 
but to do so in a really compas-
sionate manner. It’s important 
that in a fight to be an activist 
and in a fight to create spaces 

of reform anywhere, it’s impor-
tant to do so recognizing the hu-
manity of everyone around you,” 
Sunderram said.

valeria.escobar
@columbiaspectator.com

BY MARIANNA 
NAJMAN-FRANKS

Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

For Valerie Jaharis, BC ’19, 
sending impassioned and frus-
trated emails as a Barnard first-
year was only the beginning. 

“I did policy work as a fresh-
man without knowing, just 
sending many angry emails,” 
Jaharis recalled. “I just saw so 
many communities that were 
suffering.” 

Jaharis’ career at Barnard 
can be outlined by their work 

in different policies throughout 
campus, touching on areas such 
as accessibility, pronouns, and 
trans health care.

As student health servic-
es representative for SGA in 
2017, Valerie centered their 
platform around accessibility 
for disabled students to navi-
gate Barnard’s campus and re-
ceive necessary accommoda-
tions. When they first started 
at school, students with dis-
abilities were not exempted 
from physical education re-
quirements, many of which 

included taking classes that 
could be inaccessible. 

“It all began with my friends 
and their experiences, and I did 
supplemental research, which 
I used to advocate for policy 
changes,” Jaharis said.  

In speaking to friends, 
Jaharis began to push for 
changes to PE requirements, 
leading to the creation of new 
options for disabled students 
who struggle to complete the 
requirement. These includ-
ed allowing physical therapy 
to count for a student’s PE 

requirement, as well as new PE 
courses which teach wellness 
in a nonphysical capacity. 

“Some of the work I did was 
out of necessity. I don’t know 
if I would have graduated here 
at Barnard if I hadn’t been 
able to do something about 
the discrimination my friends 
were experiencing,” they said. 
“Being a disabled student is 
really hard on this campus. So 
many marginalized groups on 
campus were being excluded, 
and I felt prepared to advocate 
for them.” 

While on SGA, Jaharis also 
learned that navigating stu-
dent government at Barnard as 
a trans student could be chal-
lenging both due to assump-
tions within the student body 
and policies that assumed cis-
identities. Each week as SGA 
meetings begin, each represen-
tative shares their preferred 
pronouns, and as the only 
person on the Representative 
Council who does not identify 
as a woman, Jaharis said they 
remember these meetings as 
isolating. 

“It’s she/her, she/her, she/
her, and then you have to out 
yourself,” Jaharis said. “And 
until I pointed it out, nobody 
understood how hard it was to 

be singling yourself as the only 
trans student in the room to 
whichever [member of the ad-
ministration that] was address-
ing us that week.” 

After a year on SGA, Jaharis 
transitioned to becoming a 
Well Woman peer educator, 
a trained student leader who 
educates the student body on 
health and wellness—work they 
said was the most meaningful 
of their experience on campus.

Some of their workshops 
drew a crowd, even including 
administrators such as Avis 
Hinkson, dean of the college at 
the time, who came to an event 
on accessibility and inclusivity.

“Well Woman really made 
me realize how much I care 
about interpersonal connec-
tions. I love intentional think-
ing. It fuels me and my work as 
an activist,” Jaharis said, “I get 
emotional support and fulfill-
ment from activist spaces. It’s 
as much for me as it is for the 
people I want to help.” 

As a trans peer ed in Well 
Woman, Jaharis said they also 
constantly considered nonbina-
ry, trans, and genderqueer stu-
dents in their community who 
didn’t feel comfortable or safe 
there, particularly due to an 
environment meant to support 

female-identifying students 
exclusively. 

“My training at Well Woman 
[was] surround[ed by] vaginas, 
and vulvas, and IUDs. I don’t 
know anything about penis and 
teste anatomies. That is the 
anatomy of students that go to 
Barnard, and it wasn’t taught to 
me,” Jaharis said.

Reflecting on their activism 
through policy during their 
time at Columbia, Valerie said 
they wanted to continue more 
inclusive activism, and culti-
vate comfortable spaces for dis-
abled, trans, and queer people. 

“My work has become so 
much more intersectional. I 
don’t mean that as a buzzword, 
I mean that I actually wasn’t 
thinking about certain popula-
tions within the activist com-
munity, and I am dedicated to 
making space for that,” Jaharis 
said. 

Throughout their work, ac-
tivism, and daily life, Jaharis 
said they were guided by a sim-
ple question.  

“The first thing I ask is: In 
what way is this space not made 
for other people? Who is this 
space made to exclude, and 
what can I do?” 

marianna.najmanfranks
@columbiaspectator.com
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BY MARIANNA 
NAJMAN-FRANKS
Spectator Staff Writer 

For Robrenisha Williams, BC 
’19, attending the Sadie Tanner 
Conference for Economics in 
February helped her discover 
her ability to advocate for her 
own community, to educate 
and be educated by women 
who she admires. 

“These incredible black 
women candidly spoke to us 
about being trailblazers in a 

predominantly white male 
field,” Williams said. “It’s one 
thing for my professor to say 
‘look at all these things you can 
do,’ but I needed to hear it from 
other people that look like me.” 

The conference, named af-
ter the first black woman ever 
to earn a Ph.D. in economics 
in the United States, was an 
event to inspire and connect 
black women doing excep-
tional work in economics. As 
a political economics major, 
Williams learned to navigate 

spaces where she was often in 
the minority as a black woman. 

“It’s a white, male field, and 
it was really important for me 
when I had a female professor 
or a professor of color. Most 
economics professors are male 
and white, and they expect 
you to understand things their 
way,” Williams said. “There 
isn’t room to push back in the 
classroom;, most are lectures, 
which is a problem. When I 
was able to push back I defi-
nitely did.” 

Williams is driven to create 
spaces which empower com-
munities like her own. She 
emphasized a need to see ev-
erything as political, especial-
ly personal experiences and 
issues.  

“People think economics is 
neutral and not political, but 
this is totally false. I was able 
to study economic policies that 
affect communities of color like 
mine,” Williams said. “These 
are all very political things that 
affect human beings.” 

Williams spent all four 
years at Barnard on the ex-
ecutive board of the Barnard 
Organization of Soul Sisters, a 
student organization made up 
of black female leaders who 
mentor and support their peers. 
As vice president, Williams was 
dedicated to executing events 
which facilitated conversa-
tions which shaped BOSS as a 
safe space for students to have 
conversations about personal 
experiences and current issues 
on campus.  

BOSS was Williams’ com-
munity of support throughout 
her time at Barnard. This year, 
in her role as vice president, 
she was intentional in creating 
spaces that inspire and connect 
black women in the same way 
the Sadie Tanner conference 
inspired her. 

“Our biweekly chats give 
you the life and support that 
you need to move forward with 
your week. I wanted to contrib-
ute to BOSS’ legacy and being 
part of a community with such 
a rich history was so important 
to me,” William said.  I wanted 
to inform how current black 
women experience Barnard 
based on the past and on cur-
rent issues.”

This year was the 50th anni-
versary of BOSS, and Williams, 
along with President Alicia 
Simba, BC ’19, worked to en-
sure that every event allowed 
for connections between past 
and present generations of 
black Barnard women. 

“We were intentional about 
wanting more alum presence, 
honoring people at every event. 
It was incredibly powerful to 
have them there. We wanted to 
delve into the history and bring 

it to the forefront,” she said.  
The desire to create spaces 

where students can thrive in 
any field, particularly students 
from low-income or marginal-
ized backgrounds, has driven 
Williams to pursue a career 
in educational policy. Acutely 
aware of the fact that “every-
thing is political,” particularly 
education, Robrenisha will be a 
teacher for Teach For America, 
a nonprofit organization which 
trains future leaders to spend 
two years teaching in low-in-
come schools districts. 

Williams will be teaching a 
fifth grade math class and is ex-
cited about the necessary chal-
lenge of incorporating politics 
into the classroom. 

“If you’re gonna instill any-
thing into anybody, fifth grade 
is the time,” Williams said. “I’m 
of the ideology that teaching 
is political, so even names and 
scenarios I choose for word 
problems is a political act. I 
hope to integrate social justice 
into the classroom.” 

Williams will be teaching in 
her hometown New Orleans, 
where she recalls that the 
education system is flawed, 
racialized, and underfunded. 
She adores her home but em-
phasized that the educational 
system there desperately needs 
reform. 

Williams will embark on 
her teaching journey ready to 
inspire children in her home-
town, carrying with her the 
legacies of women she admires 
and reveres, equipped with 
tools to politicize the neutral, 
in policy and in practice. 

marianna.najmanfranks
@columbiaspectator.com

BY EMMA JAMES
Spectator Staff Writer 

When asked about her best 
Columbia memory, Jennifer 
Blandón, GS ’19, said it was a 
hard tie between her involve-
ment with MilVets and staying 
up late with friends, both dur-
ing study breaks and walking 
around campus at night to soak 
in the memories.

“I have Snapchats from two 
years ago with the guys in the 
other room. We’re taking study 
breaks at three in the morning 
trying to throw things into each 
others’ mouths. It was the fun-
niest thing. Those memories, I 
love those. Leaving Lewisohn 
and walking off campus when 
the city’s still quiet, I’ve been 
doing that a lot. I’m so nostal-
gic. It’s so quiet and beautiful,” 
Blandón said.

She came to Columbia be-
cause she knew the School of 
General Studies was the most 
competitive, veteran-friendly 
school, and due to its location 
in New York City. 

Before coming to the 

University, she served in the 
Navy for seven years, as a weap-
on specialist for her first enlist-
ment and as a recruiter for her 
second. Near the end of her 
recruiting, she began studying 
part-time at DePaul University 
in Chicago and, and despite 
achieving a high GPA there, 
dropped out because she didn’t 
enjoy her pre-med track. She 
started back up at community 
college in Manhattan and trans-
ferred to the School of General 
Studies her sophomore year.

“[In lab] we burned some 
shit, and it lit up, and it was cool, 
but it didn’t grab me like social 
sciences did. I was more inter-
ested in writing pieces in wom-
en and gender studies than lab. 
I served for all these years, so 
I should study something that 
I’m interested in,” Blandón said.

The 2016 presidential elec-
tion moved her to choose phi-
losophy over political science—
“that’s the world, so let me do 
something different”—and be-
came particularly interested in 
her epistemology class upon 
learning the adjunct professor’s 

focus on reforming criminal 
justice.

“When it comes to eyewit-
nesses giving testimony in crim-
inal trials, saying ‘I know what I 
saw, that person did it,’ did you 
really know what you saw? Or, 
by asking leading questions, did 
someone give you the answers? 
By giving a little information, 
you’ve ruined the process of 
what really is knowledge.” 

Outside of class, Blandón 
was the first female VP of 
MilVets, the veteran student or-
ganization on campus. She was 
awarded the General Studies 
Undergraduate Spirit Award—
given to students who have 
made outstanding contribu-
tions through their leadership 
and service—at the Academic 
Prizes and Student Leadership 
Awards Ceremony on May 1. 
But she also praised upcom-
ing students’ efforts to develop 
and diversity the involvement 
of student veterans’ on campus.

“[Being first female VP was] 
wild; that was mind-blowing 
to me. Coming into a space 
dominated by white men and 
then still being able to be one 
of the guys, regardless of it be-
ing Columbia. ... We’ve always 
been so finance-, consulting-, 
tech-bro, to see there are vets 
at Columbia that are taking it 
upon themselves to develop 
other programs on campus is 
really dope,” Blandón said.

Despite her other commit-
ments and interests, however, 
Blandón said she always fo-
cused on her academics. 

“I loved my lectures. People 
would blow up my phone but 
sorry, professor Moody-Adams 
is lecturing, I have to listen!”

But for Blandón, none of 
these focuses would eclipse her 
focus on her community and 
friends—a message she said she 
would emphasize to any incom-
ing students. 

“Don’t focus entirely on the 
GPA and grades you get be-
cause those late nights [matter 
more], and supporting each oth-
er, just showing up is support 
enough. Support the homies,” 
she emphasized. 

emma.james
@columbiaspectator.com

COURTESY OF JENNIFER BLANDÓN

BY VALERIA ESCOBAR
Spectator Staff Writer 

Jed-Joan Edziah, SEAS ’19, 
knew that with her scientific 
inclination, she could become 
someone important. Her tra-
jectory was set—she would 
change the world, cure cancer, 
and earn a Nobel Prize. 

A week into her first year 
at NYU, her plans were halt-
ed. Unforeseen financial cir-
cumstances forced her to leave 
behind the city and work odd 
jobs in her New Jersey home. 
During that time, her feelings 
of hopelessness presented an 
opportunity for her to grow in 
her faith. 

“I think that going through 
that experience of my gap 
year, growing in my faith and 
understanding that I am a per-
son who enjoys serving others 
helps me to think about sci-
ence differently. I think I am 
good at this, so what does this 
mean—what can I do that’s 
valuable to someone else with 
this? I think that’s what led me 
to engineering,” Edziah said.

She arrived at Columbia as 
part of a 3-2 program after re-
ceiving her chemistry degree 
from Drew University, where 
she was able to enroll follow-
ing a gap year. At the engineer-
ing school, she fondly remem-
bers on the numerous 3 a.m. 
study sessions where the prob-
lem sets seemed impossible, 
but the friendships she made 
assured her that she would 
persevere. 

Outside of the classroom, 
Edziah was heavily involved 
in the InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship, where she had 
the opportunity to mentor 
and forge friendships within 
a spiritual community. Edziah 
was able to inform her rela-
tionships as modeled by her 
mentor in faith. 

“There is this quote: ‘Being 
heard is indistinguishable from 
being loved.’ Experiencing that 
in my own life was so trans-
formative, it really shaped the 
way I grew in my faith and 
grew as a person. That’s what 
I tried to bring into all of my 
mentorship relationships,” 
Edziah said. 

If it wasn’t for the prayers, 
love, and that one time her 
friend brought her flowers in 
a time of stress, Edziah said 
she doesn’t believe that she 
would have been open to a fu-
ture outside of the success she 
had envisioned. 

“I realized how much I 
wouldn’t to be able to do the 
things that I do if I didn’t know 
that they were supporting me 

and if they didn’t fight for me. 
I realized there was so many 
times wherein I had given up 
on myself, but my mom and my 
siblings don’t give up on me, 
my mentor doesn’t give up on 
me,” she said.

For Edziah, her desire to 
mentor stems from her desire 
to improve the conditions of 
humanity, a mission that she 
will continue as she pursues 
her Ph.D. in chemical engi-
neering at the University of 
Pennsylvania. She had been 
able to work with Dr. Alan 

West on her senior thesis, 
where she was introduced to 
the realm of renewable energy. 
While the day-to-day of the lab 
setting can seem mundane, it is 
seeing the bigger picture that 
allowed her to capture the im-
portance of her work in places 
where the lack of energy con-
tributes to hunger and poverty. 
It is the bigger picture that al-
lows her to step back in reflec-

tion of her time at Columbia a 
day after she walked the stage 
at graduation. 

“The future is really un-
certain. It’s really important 
for us to accept that and em-
brace it and not think of life 
one-dimensionally. I remem-
ber thinking ‘Oh my god, all 
my friends are in college, I’m 
sitting at home, think is the 
end.’ It felt like it was. It’s not.” 
Edziah said.

valeria.escobar
@columbiaspectator.com

NATALIE GUERRA / SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

COURTESY OF ROBRENISHA WILLIAMS
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Jennifer Blandón, GS Jed-Joan Edziah, SEAS

Robrenisha Williams, BC
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For over 30 years, Bettina Equities has been helping New Yorkers 
live well in the world’s greatest city. With over 40 properties and 

more than 2,000 units throughout Manhattan, we help people find 
apartments they love, in the neighborhoods they prefer.

227 East 85th Street, New York, NY 10028

212-744-3330 

BettinaEquities.com

NO FEE MANHATTAN APARTMENT RENTALS 
in New York’s best neighborhoods.

Live the dream.

     Upper East Side      Upper West Side      Clinton      Murray Hill      Gramercy Park      Union Square       East Village

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!

Italian Food at Its Best
Full menu • Private Party Room

Sidewalk Dining

WE DELIVER 
OPEN 7 DAYS

TUESDAY NIGHT
15% OFF 
with CUID

(Dine-In Only)

Order online at: 
VTRESTAURANTPIZZERIA.COM

1024 Amsterdam (between 110th - 111th street)
663-1708 • 666-8051

CongratulationsCongratulations
From

to our seniorsto our seniors
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30 WEST 44 STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10036

TEL: 212.719.0380  
i n  r e s i d e n c e  a t  T h e  Pe n n  C l u b 
o f  N e w  Yo r k 

www.columbiaclub.org

APPLY FOR 

MEMBERSHIP 

TODAY!

your columbia connection

WORLDWIDE BENEFITS  
ONE ADDRESS, NEARLY 150 LOCATIONS

With a reciprocal club program that allows Columbia University Club members who affiliate with  
the Penn Club to take advantage of over nearly 150 clubs around the world and across the U.S., 
members can find beautiful places to stay or to host events in the most exciting cities around  

the world. The club boasts reciprocal clubs in 29 U.S. states, as well as 20 countries  
around the globe!

AS A COLUMBIA GRADUATE,  
YOU ARE INVITED TO BECOME A PART OF THE 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY CLUB OF NEW YORK!

At our convenient Midtown location you can:
 
• Network with Columbia alumni
• Attend exciting events and programs 
• Take advantage of overnight guest rooms
• Work out in the Fitness Center 
• Dine with a friend or a client
• Conduct business meetings
• Attend Ivy Socials & Recent  
  Alumni Events
• Entertain a Family Member,  
  also eligible for membership 

 . . . and so much more! 

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

All Columbia University Alumni,  
including degree-holders from  

Barnard College and Teachers College,  
are eligible for membership, as well  

as current Columbia faculty,  
administrators, full-time graduate and
undergraduate students and parents.  

DOMESTIC  •  CALIFORNIA  •  COLORADO  •  CONNECTICUT  •  DELAWARE  •  DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA  •  FLORIDA  •  GEORGIA   
HAWAII   •  ILLINOIS   •   INDIANA  •  KENTUCKY  •  MARYLAND  •  MASSACHUSETTS  •  MICHIGAN  •   MINNESOTA  •  MISSOURI  

NEW JERSEY  •  NEW YORK   •  NORTH CAROLINA  •   OHIO  •  OREGON  •  PENNSYLVANIA  •  RHODE ISLAND  •  SOUTH CAROLINA 
TENNESSEE  •  TEXAS  •  VIRGINIA  •  WASHINGTON  •  WISCONSIN 

 

 INTERNATIONAL  •  AFRICA  •  AUSTRALIA    •  CANADA  •  CHINA  •  COLUMBIA  •  EGYPT  •  ENGLAND  •  FRANCE   
GERMANY  •   INDONESIA  •  INDIA  •  IRELAND  •  JAPAN  •  KOREA  •   NEW ZEALAND  •  PORTUGAL  •   QATAR  

SCOTLAND  •  SOUTH AFRICA  •  SPAIN  •  THAILAND

EXCITING AFFILIATION WITH  
THE PENN CLUB

There’s Never Been A Better Time  
to Join the Columbia University Club.

• Graduating seniors receive free membership for a year.
• Graduating graduate students have their initiation fee waived.

• Current students are eligible for summer membership.

bringing graduates together since 1901

ALL PROMOTIONS  
ARE AVAILABLE FOR 

A LIMITED TIME. 
DON’T DELAY.  
JOIN TODAY! 
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On  Feb rua r y  7 ,  1918 ,  
former University President 
Nicholas Murray Butler 

stood before an eager crowd and 
announced the inauguration of a new 
Columbia landmark. “This will be a 
notable place. This will be more than 
a club, gentlemen—this will be a 
center and shrine,” he said. “Here is 
going to be something everlasting in 
our older college life.”
      He wasn’t talking about a new 
science building or gym, but in-
stead about the opening of the  
Columbia University Club of New 
York’s new clubhouse at 4 W. 43rd St.  
The clubhouse, which served as  
both a networking and a post-college 
bonding organization, quickly be-
came the most popular graduation  
destination in New York City. Since its  
creation in 1901, the Club has  
attracted young and old alumni 
looking to maintain their ties to  
the University, as well as with  
professors, parents and other 
university affiliates. 
   “The Club aims to promote  
social intercourse among its  
members, to further the interests  
of, and in general to uphold the  
influence of, Columbia University,” 
its founders wrote in the Columbia  
University Annual in 1902.

A CENTER OF ACTIVITY

    The Columbia University Club 
was one of several Ivy League clubs 
to form in New York City around 
the turn of the century, as young  
graduates became increasingly  
interested in joining an organiza-
tion where they could socialize with 
friends, access social and athletic 
facilities, and find entrance into the 
business world. 
   The Club opened at 44 W. 
36th St. in 1902. Four years after  
its formation, the Board of Gover-
nors decided to buy a new clubhouse  
 

THE COLUMBIA 
UNIVERSITY CLUB
EXPERIENCE

in Gramercy Park. The clubhouse 
boasted a restaurant with a grill, a 
lounge, a billiards room, bar, bed-
rooms, and a library. 
 After its formation, the  
Columbia University Club grew by 
leaps and bounds. In its first four 
years, the Club enrolled 899 mem-
bers. By 1910, it had more than  
doubled in size and boasted a  
membership of almost 2,000.
       While many of the members were 
Columbia College graduates, the club 
sought to include members from all 
the University’s schools. It kept its 
pricing low so that all graduates could 
join, according to the September 
1907 Columbia University Quarterly.

A HOME FOR COLUMBIA ALUMNI

 By 1917, the Columbia  
University Club had outgrown its  
location. The Board of Governors  
began looking for a space in Midtown,  
closer to the other Ivy League clubs 
and settled on a new clubhouse at  
4 W. 43rd St.
    “As city activities moved uptown, 
we were threatened with being left in 
a backwater,” said Milton Cornell, in a 
speech at the Club’s 50th anniversary. 
    The Columbia University Club was 
decorated with murals depicting all 
three Columbia campuses, paintings 
and photographs from members’  
college days, and old athletic team 
photographs and trophies.
    The new clubhouse also allowed 
its members to partake in social  
activities.
    “When can you ever make friends 
again like the friends of your fresh-
man year and your college courses?” 
the Columbia University Club Gazette 
asked in 1917. “Is not your Club but a 
continuance of this?”      
    The Club also served as a vital  
networking tool. Edmund Prentis, 
School of Mines ’06, met two friends
at the Club whom he later worked  

Since 1901, Club has brought graduates together

with to build the largest construction 
firm in the city. 
   The Columbia University Club  
occupied this space for the next 60 
years, serving as an organization that  
included such famous alums as  
Frank Hogan, ’24CC, the district  
attorney of New York County; William 
Barcley Parsons, ’79CC, the chief  
engineer of the New York City  
subway; and Dwight D. Eisenhower, 
former U.S. president. 

DECLINE AND RESURGENCE

In the 1960s, the Club began to  
suffer from the same fate as  
Columbia University itself and the 
lack of alumni involvement and  
unrest on campus detracted from 
participation in the Club. By 1973,  
the organization had disbanded.
  However, as the University  
and New York City began to  
flourish in the 1980s, interest in the  

Columbia University Club also  
grew. In the 1980s, a reconstituted 
Club found shelter in the Williams  
Club, and later moved to the  
Princeton Club in 1998. In 
2017, the Club was proud to  
announce its new home, in  
partnership with the Penn Club 
on 30 W. 44th Street. The Club  
continues to thrive today with  
thousands of members from New 
York City and around the world.

T  h e r e  a r e  n e a r l y  6 0 0  
members at the Columbia    
U n i v e r s i t y  C l u b  w h o 

claim Young Alumni status, and as  
students are set for this year’s 
graduation, the Club is prepared to  
welcome many more Young Alumni.  
    Club President, James P. 
Gerk i s ,  ’ 80CC and  ’83LAW, 
looks to continue the growth in 
membership and welcome this 
year’s graduates to the club.  
    “One of the greatest features 
of the Columbia University Club 
for recent graduates is that it 
helps connect them to alumni in 
careers of interest or to gain new  
perspectives on current events.  
I know of several instances of  
young a lumni  who made job  
c h a n g e s  a s  a  r e s u l t  o f 
n e t w o r k i n g  w i t h  C l u b  
members.  One terrific recent event  

 

Young alumni  
fuel growing  
membership 

of General Studies, and Teachers  
College are not far behind.
   The Board of Governors exem-
plifies both the school and class  
diversity of the Club’s members.  
Tiffany Woo ’87BC, Board of  
Governors Vice President and 
Chair of the Health and Wellness  
Committee, said that comes 
from the variety of oppor-
tunities the Club offers to  
members. “The Club serves as 
the Midtown home for Columbia.  
You can come here to meet old  
friends and make new friends and 
remain connected to Morningside 
Heights without leaving Midtown.  
We strive to offer a variety of social  
and intellectual programs that  
connects you into the alumni  
community from the first day  
of membership.” 
 

all under the banner of  
Columbia pride.”
      “The Columbia University Club 
is a great place for young alums to  
meet up with friends, make new 
friends and build professional  
relationships,” said young alumni 
Co-Chair Zila Acosta-Grimes ‘11CC 
and ‘15CLS, as to what interested  
her in the Club. 
     “At the Club, young alumni en-
joy an active calendar of social and  
intellectual programs, including 
monthly happy hours, lectures, 
health and wellness programs and 
ample opportunities for professional  
networking. It’s a great way to grow 
your social network and there are  
always programs coming up to allow me 
to make new friends.”        
  The Club is open to  
alumni and students from all  
divisions of the University. It aims  

to bring past and  current  Columbia
students, along with professors,  
parents and other university af-
filiates together to enjoy a range  
of events and amenities at the  
Midtown clubhouse. 
 Each month approximately  
twenty to thirty new members join 
the Club. However, the strongest 
growth occurs at the end of each 
academic year as new graduates  
look to continue their Columbia  
connection.       
       The diversity of Club members is
especially strong. While Columbia 
College graduates have historically 
been the largest demographic, all  
of the University’s schools are  
represented. Today, the Graduate 
School of Business and the School 
of Law make the most significant  
contribution to membership after the  
College. Barnard College, the School    
  

held at the Columbia University  
Club was a discussion with  
the Cuban Ambassador to the 
United Nations, Rodolfo Reyes  
Rodríguez. Ambassador Rodríguez 
gave Club members insights as to   
the evolving economy of Cuba  
and U.S.-Cuba relations.  He 
even gave his opinion on having  
Starbucks in Cuba.”  This is just 
one example of numerous events 
on interesting and relatable topics.  
 Young Alumni Committee  
Co-Chair Regen Wallis wrote,  
“With a plethora of enticing  
options at the club, young alums  
are frequently in attendance  
at social functions – such as  
our annual Casino Royale  –  or  
professional events. The Club  
provides an excellent opportunity 
to meet fellow young alums while  
fostering a sense of community   
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The Club: offering everything  
you need and more

Located in  the  hear t  o f 
Midtown,  the  Co lumbia 
University Club’s residen-

tial host, the Penn Club offers 39  
comfortable, well decorated rooms 
to members, their families, and 
their guests at prices comparable  
to other Midtown locations. Rooms 
at the Club are equipped with Smart  
TV’s ,  compl imentary  internet 
access, comfortable beds, and even 
designer toiletries. The convenient 
location is just steps from Midtown 
offices, sights, and landmarks.  
    Where  the  C lub  rea l l y  
flourishes are the facilities, which 
mark it a sort of aristocratic gath-
ering place. The Library offers a  
welcoming environment to relax  
with complimentary tea and coffee  
during the day, as well as cock-
tails and lights snacks available for  
purchase in the afternoon and evening.  
         In the Presidents and Provosts 
Rooms, commonly known as the Main 
Dining Room, you are surrounded by 
rich wood, gold flourishes and elegant

  

 
stained glass. The Grill Room invites 
you to relax in a pub-style environment 
where you can grab a quick cock-
tail or a casuals dinner with friends.  
         Upstairs is the Business 
Center,  which provides mem-
bers with complimentary WiFi, 
computer usage, and a smal l  
conference room for rent      
 The sunny 13th  f loor 
Fitness Center features new exer-
cise machines and equipment, per-
sonal training sessions, studio class-
es, and even massage therapy. The 
gym also has a beautiful terrace, 
where members can take food or 
drink to the outdoor space and enjoy 
the open air from up above. 
 The Club also hosts  
Columbia alumni events of all sizes 
and topics. The broad number of 
social, networking, and educational 
events, including lectures, author 
appearances, holiday parties, family 
events, and beyond, truly makes the
Club appealing to all alumni. 

PA I D  A N N O U N C E M E N T

Network with Columbia 
alumni leaders

T h o u g h  t h e  C o l u m b i a 
University Club of New 
York has enjoyed its finan-

cial and administrative indepen-
dence for years, its close proxim-
ity to Morningside Heights has given 
the organization the chance to reap 
many benefits from the University. 
        “The University has been a tre-
mendous partner for the Club and 
works closely with us in a number 
of ways,” said John R.D. Celock, ’04 
JRN, a member of the Club’s Board of 
Governors. “New York City is not only 
Columbia’s hometown but also home

the New York chapter is fortunate to 
have constant advisory support from 
its nearby University. “The University 
does have a stake in having a strong 
New York Club,” Celock said, noting 
that the University president appoints 
up to 10 members of the Club’s Board 
of Governors. 
             “We need to go where the 
alumni are when we need 
their time,” says a member of the
alumni relations staff.  The pres
ence of Columbia alumni at 
the Club is truly recognized 
and appreciated. 

  

 
to more Columbia alumni than 
anywhere else in the world. The 
University’s strong support of the 
Club allows us to be a Columbia con-
nection for New York alumni right in 

the heart of Midtown.”
        Benefits the University pro-
vides include: speakers, the chance 
to organize networking events with  
the Columbia Alumni Association, 
help in promoting outreach for  
the Club, and providing leadership 
within the Club’s Board.     
     Al l  Club members have  
the opportunity to enjoy University-

 convenient place for Columbians 
to remain connected with the 
University without traveling to  
campus.
   According to Celock the  
University is the “single largest 
user” of the banquet facilities at the 
Club through events they host. Such  
events include student and young 
alumni dinners, class agent 
phonathons,alumni committee meet-
ings, and award receptions. Universi-
ty professors also lecture at the Club.
          Unlike the nearly 100 other re-
gional alumni clubs that dot the globe, 
      

sponsored events at  the Club. 
C l u b  s p e a k e r s  inc lude such 
famous Columbia faculty members 
as President Lee Bollinger, Nobel  
laureate Joseph St ig l i tz ,  and 
Vice President for Global Centers, 
Safwan Masri. 
       Columbia University Alumni 
Relations and Development plays  
a key role in promoting the Club  
as “a home away from campus”  
for  alumni  through  print and  digi-
tal media, as well as by organizing  
Club events. With its Midtown  
location on 44th Street, the Club is a

DOMESTIC

CALIFORNIA
The Balboa Bay Club – Newport Beach
The Los Angeles Athletic Club – Los Angeles
Olympic Club Ocean – San Francisco
The Pacific Club – Newport Beach
The Sutter Club – Sacramento
University Club of Palo Alto – Palo Alto
The University Club of San Francisco –  
San Francisco
Wingtip Club – San Francisco

COLORADO
The University Club of Denver – Denver

CONNECTICUT
Fairview Country Club – Greenwich
The Graduate Club – New Haven
The Hartford Club – Hartford
The New Haven Lawn Club – New Haven
The Quinnipiack Club – New Haven
The Town and County Club – Hartford

DELAWARE
University and Whist Club – Wilmington

MARYLAND
The Center Club – Baltimore
The Johns Hopkins Club – Baltimore
Kenwood Golf and Country Club – Bethesda 

MASSACHUSETTS
The Algonquin Club of Boston – Boston
The Harvard Club of Boston – Boston
The Union Club of Boston – Boston
The University Club of Boston – Boston
Wamsutta Club – New Bedford

MICHIGAN 
Detroit Athletic Club – Detroit

MINNESOTA
The University Club of St. Paul – St. Paul
Minneapolis Club – Minneapolis

MISSOURI
Saint Louis Club – St. Louis

NEW JERSEY
Morristown Club – Morristown 
Park Avenue Club – Florham Park

NEW YORK 
The Binghamton Club – Binghamton
Century Club of Syracuse – Syracuse
The Coffee House – New York 
The Fort Schuyler Club – Utica 
Genesee Valley Club – Rochester 
The India House – New York
The Saint Andrew’s Golf Club – Hastings On Hudson 
Salem Golf Club – North Salem
Yahnundasis Golf Club – New Hartford 

NORTH CAROLINA 
String & Splinter

OHIO
The Athletic Club – Columbus
Queen City Club – Cincinnati
The Union Club – Cleveland
The University Club of Cincinnati – Cincinnati

OREGON
Multnomah Athletic Club – Portland

PENNSYLVANIA
Corinthian Yacht Club – Essington
Hamilton Club of Lancaste – Lancaster 
The Philadelphia Cricket Club – Philadelphia
Pittsburgh Athletic Association – Pittsburgh
The Racquet Club of Philadelphia – Philadelphia 

RHODE ISLAND
Hope Club – Providence 

SOUTH CAROLINA
The Palmetto Club/The Summit Club – Columbia
The Poinsett Club – Greenville
Springdale Hall Club – Camden 

TENNESSEE
The University Club of Memphis – Memphis 

TEXAS
The City Club of Worth Club – Fort Worth
The Fort Worth Club – Fort Worth
The Houston Club – Houston
Park City Club – Dallas

VIRGINIA
Norfolk Yacht & Country Club – Norfolk

WASHINGTON
The Rainier Club – Seattle
Spokane Club – Spokane
Washington Athletic Club – Seattle

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee Athletic Club – Milwaukee
The University Club – Milwaukee

RECIPROCAL CLUBS – ONE ADDRESS – NEARLY 150 LOCATIONS

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
The Army and Navy Club – Washington, DC
City Tavern Club – Washington, DC
Cosmos Club – Washington, DC 
The George Town Club – Washington, DC
The University Club – Washington, DC 

FLORIDA
River Club – Jacksonville
Sarasota Yacht Club – Sarasota 

GEORGIA
The Georgian Club – Atlanta
The Pinnacle Club – Augusta

ILLINOIS
The Standard Club – Chicago
Union League Club of Chicago – Chicago
University Club of Chicago – Chicago

INDIANA
The Columbia Club – Indianapolis

HAWAII
Hawaii Outrigger Canoe Club – Honolulu

KENTUCKY
Metropolitan Club – Covington
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Worldwide benefits: one address,  
over 200 locations

who visit New York. 
 “By having the social and  
intellectual programs we offer, 
we serve as a meeting place for  
alumni from all around the world,” 
he said. Reciprocal arrangements 
open the doors of clubs that  
are otherwise closed to those without  
club membership. A Penn Club  
affiliation card (and an occasional 
minimal fee) will open doors around 
the world. 

 

Cocktails, Fine Dining,  
and Cheesesteaks  

There’s Something For Everyone at the 
Columbia University Club’s Dining Options 

 

PA I D  A N N O U N C E M E N T

to the pairing of some of the best  
British cheeses, wonderful wines  
and local seasonal food  
prepared by Michelin-starred Chef  
William Drabble.”   
 A visit to the Balboa Bay 
Club in Newport Beach will surely be  
a relaxing break from the city. If 
you have an extra hour or two,  
a visit to their spa is a must.  
Indulge in one of their mas-
sages, skin treatments or body 
therapies. These are just a few of  
the amenities available to  
  
 

won’t find anywhere else. Many  
clubsinclude a library, lounge, top rated  
restaurants, a gym, and event  
and meeting spaces. There are also  
unique features available at  
each  club.  
 For example, if you are  
visiting The St. James Hotel and Club 
you have the option of attending  
one of their master classes. Currently  
featured is a class on Cheese  
& Wine. As noted on their  
website, “This Master class is  
designed to introduce cheese and wine

RECIPROCAL CLUBS – ONE ADDRESS – NEARLY 150 LOCATIONS

CANADA 
Royal Canadian Military Institute – Toronto, ON
The Toronto Hunt – Toronto, ON 
Union Club of British Columbia – Victoria, BC
University Club of Montreal – Montreal, PQ
The University Club of Toronto – Toronto, ON
The Vancouver Club – Vancouver, BC
Vancouver Lawn Tennis & Badminton Club – 
Vancouver, BC

CHINA
The American Club – Hong Kong
American Club Limited – Beijing Shi 
Beijing American Country Clubhouse – Beijing, 
Butterfield’s – Hong Kong
The Dynasty Club – Wanchai, Hong Kong
Shanghai Racquet Club & Apartments (SRCA) –  
Shanghai 
Kowloon Cricket Club – Kowloon, Hong Kong

COLOMBIA
Jockey Club – Bogata

EGYPT
Cairo Capital Club – Garden City, Cairo
Palm Hills Club – Al Jizal, Cairo 

ENGLAND
The Army and Navy Club – London
The Carlton Club – London 
City University Club – London
The Lansdowne Club – London
National Liberal Club – London
The Naval Club – London
Oxford and Cambridge Club – London
Phyllis Court Club – Oxfordshire
Reform Club – London
Royal Air Force Club – London
The Sloane Club – London
The St. James’s Club – London 
The Travellers Club – London

FRANCE
Saint James Paris – Paris

GERMANY
Anglo-German Club eV – Hamburg 

INDONESIA
Jakarta International Club – Jakarta Jenderal 
Sudirman
Mercantile Athletic Club – Jakarta 

INDIA
The Bengal Club, Kolkata– West Bengal 
Jaisal Club – Jaisalmer, Rajasthan 

IRELAND
Royal Dublin Society/EquestrianSports Club – 
Ballsbridge
The Stephen’s Green Hibernian Club – Dublin 

JAPAN
Roppongi Hills Club – Minato-ku,Tokyo
Tokyo American Club – Minato-Ku,Tokyo

KOREA 
Seoul Club – Seoul

NEW ZEALAND
Canterbury Club Inc. – Christchurch 
The Christchurch Club – Christchurch
The Northern Club (Auckland Club) – Auckland

PORTUGAL 
Gremio Literario, Lisboa

QATAR
Doha Club – Doha 

SCOTLAND
Royal Over-Seas League – Edinburgh
Royal Scots Club – Edinburgh
The Western Club – Glasgow 

SOUTH AFRICA
The Cape Town Club – Cape Town
Pretoria Country Club – Cape Town
The Rand Club – Johannesburg 

SPAIN
Circulo del Liceo – Barcelona 

THAILAND
Pacific City Club – Bangkok

Whether you’re looking for 
a drink, a quick snack, or 
some of the finest food 

in midtown, there’s truly something 
for everyone at the Club. On the  
second floor are the two double-
story formal dining rooms. In the 
center is an oak-floored dining foyer 
and reception area. Overlooking 
the foyer is the musicians’ gallery, 
with its ornamental grillage of tulips.  
The dining rooms have many  
special  touches, from antique 
Scottish buffet tables to regen-
cy dessert carts. The chandeliers, 
sconces, and gilding are recreations 
of the original fixtures and detailing. 

$4 beers and specially priced wine 
and cocktails. And because of our  
partnership with the Penn Club, you  
can enjoy the best cheesesteaks  
this side of Philadelphia!
 Dining at the Penn Club 
is not just about the delicious food 
but very much about being a part of 
the Columbia alumni community,” 
said Andrew Giangrave ‘05BUS, a  
member of the Club’s Board of  
Governors. “I frequently will stop 
by to enjoy camaraderie with my  
fellow Club members and alumni  
over a bite to eat or a drink. It’s just  
one of the many ways I can spend time  
with friends and classmates.”

Austrian crystal complements the 
Wedgwood china, cast for the Club 
from a  pattern created  for  the  Club 
in 1929. Attentive service and excel-
lent cuisine complement the elegant  
surroundings. On weekends, the 
Presidents and Provosts Room 
is available for private member  
functions such as weddings or a large 
cocktail reception.
 Looking for something more 
casual? A sweeping marble spiral 
staircase leads down to the entrance 
foyer and then to the Grill Room. 
This stylish room, with its red leather  
banquettes, chairs with needle  
pointed crests and bar of mahogany, 
brass and mirror by Langenbacher.  
Enjoy lunch and dinner Monday through
Saturday, and be sure to take  
advantage  of  their  Happy Hour,  with

The Jaisal Club Jaisalmer, India

 Columbia University Club members 
through our reciprocal arraignments 
 While the Club boasts over  
100 reciprocal clubs in 20 countries 
across the globe, the reciprocal  
arrangement has its benefits closer  
to home as well – there are  
nearly 100 reciprocal clubs in  
the U.S.
 Mark L. Amsterdam, ’66CC,  
’69LAW and President Emeritus  
of the Columbia University Club of 
New York, said the program also  
offers benefits to those members  

AUSTRALIA
The Brisbane Club – Brisbane
Melbourne Club – Melbourne, Victoria
Naval, Military and Air Force Club of S.A. –  
Adelaide
Newcastle Club – Newcastle
Royal Automobile Club of Australia – Sydney
Western Australian Club – Perth
Union, University & Schools Club of Sydney – 
Sydney 

CANADA
The Arbutus Club. – Vancouver, BC
The Badminton & Racquet Club of Toronto. –  
Toronto, ON 
Calgary Winter Club – Calgary
Club Saint-James. – Montreal, PQ
Granite Club – Toronto, ON
The Halifax Club – Halifax, NS
Hollyburn Country Club – West Vancouver, BC
Jericho Tennis Club – Vancouver, BC
Mount Royal Club – Montreal, PQ
The National Club – Toronto, ON 
Ranchmen’s Club – Calgary, AB
The Rideau Club – Ottawa, ON

By affiliating with the Penn 
Club, Columbia University 
C l u b  m e m b e r s  e x t e n d 

their  benefits well beyond the 
C l u b ’ s  M i d t o w n  c l u b h o u s e . 
With a reciprocal club program 
that allows Columbia University 
Club members to take advan-
tage of over 200 clubs around 
the world and across the U.S.,  
members can find beautiful places  
to stay or to host events at the 
centers of  the most excit ing  
cities around the world. 
        When Jack Yuen, ’03SEAS, 
and his girlfriend wanted to stay in  
Cambridge, Mass. on their visit to 
Harvard Law School, they found 
that vacant hotel rooms were priced 
over $400 a night. However, the  
Penn Club has a reciprocal arrange-
ment with the Harvard Club, so they 
were able to get a room for only $120. 
       With locations all around the 
globe, the Penn Club’s recipri-
cal arrangements allow for some 
unique and exciting experiences.  
In India’s “Golden City” of Jaisalmer,  
members can stay at the beautiful 
Jaisal Club. With a clubhouse that 
looks like a fortress or palace from 
centuries past, and amenities includ-
ing tennis courts, a roller skating  
rink, badminton, a billiards and table 
tennis room, and activities such  
as camel safaris and overnight folk 
music camping, the Jaisal Club is 
just one of the many reciprocal clubs  
that provides Columbia University  
Club members something above and  
beyond a standard hotel stay.
 Whether you’re traveling  
for business or pleasure, the 
reciprocal clubs offer amenities you 



BY GIA KIM
Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

After having a peculiar desire for the recorder in 
elementary school, learning to play 10 instruments, 
performing in the Backstreet Boys’ tour band, and so 
much more, Sondra Woodruff, GS ’19, found herself 
in front of the gates of Columbia in 2016 to get her 
bachelor’s degree.

Daughter of a flutist and a saxophonist, Woodruff 
decided to pursue a degree after years of follow-
ing various career paths so that she could work at 
record labels and ultimately give back to under-re-
sourced communities. During her time at Borough 
of Manhattan Community College, where she first 
started taking classes, she received an invitation from 
the School of General Studies for an information ses-
sion. Not knowing that such a school existed, she at-
tended the session and grabbed at the opportunity 
in front of her.

Her passion for music began at a young age. She 
eagerly awaited third grade, because that was when 
her school gave students a recorder. However, she 
switched schools prior to getting one, which propelled 
her to play the flute instead. She would go on to master 
a total of 10 instruments.

“From the fourth grade on, I picked up almost a 
different instrument every year. Every summer I took 
on a different instrument and learned how to play,” 
Woodruff said. 

 Nowadays, she mainly plays the guitar and uses the 
piano for writing music. Once having played alongside 
the Backstreet Boys in a hockey arena in Germany in 
front of a crowd of 12,000 people, Woodruff has also 

performed a few times around campus during her 
time at Columbia, including appearing on The (Not 
So) Tiny Desk Concert, hosted by Natachi Mez, CC ’19. 

At Columbia, she discovered a newfound pas-

sion for neuroscience, which began with Science of 
Psychology, a class she initially took just to satisfy a 
core requirement. From there her passion began to 
emerge, and she took Mind, Brain and Behavior, a 
class recommended by a fellow neuroscience major 
she met at a meet and greet, later taking several more 
neuroscience electives. The knowledge acquired from 
these classes allowed her to see music in new light.

“Looking through that lens and how music affects 
the brain and affects your body, that’s really awesome 
and I didn’t have that before,” Woodruff said.

Columbia has shaped her new perspective on 

music in other ways, too. One such way is through 
the concept of “unpacking,” which is something the 
Core Curriculum and her Columbia education have 
taught her. Inspired by an assignment for her Music 

Theory III class, she recalled listening to a whole song 
cycle by Schubert in a small coffee shop in London 
during one of her spring breaks, something she would 
have never done if it wasn’t for what she had learned 
from her time at Columbia. 

“What I have learned, you know, with the way that 
we’re taught to close-read and unpack things, I never 
really thought of doing that with music,” Woodruff 
said. “I think that’s what I’m taking with me as I cre-
ate my own music, and work with other people, and 
helping them create music.”

Woodruff was also deeply involved with the 

community in GS, as she served as the VP of campus 
life for a year on the General Studies Student Council, 
wherein she planned various events. Her time on 
council has reinforced for her that there were ample 
resources available at GS for nontraditional students. 

“The way that they support us really helps us [tran-
sition] into a traditional setting,” Woodruff said. “Most 
people have been out of school for five to 10 years, and 
the school itself supports you through various tutor-
ing, various ways of just making sure that you have 
all of your resources. … I find the GS community to 
be very close because I can go directly to the dean of 
the school, no problem, and talk to her.”

As part of her effort to give back to the music 
community, she is planning to open a music facility 
with two of her friends next year, tentatively called 
Limelight. The facility will be a collaborative space for 
musicians and will host a range of activities.

Three years at Columbia have taught Sondra nu-
merous skills and experiences which she could not 
have acquired otherwise. She is excited to move onto 
the next chapter of her life, taking what Columbia of-
fered her and hopefully giving back what she gained 
through her passion for music.

“While I was in it, I was definitely stressed and I 
honestly thought that I was never graduating … then 
once I turned in and left my final final, I think my 
entire three years came back to me in reverse, and I 
realized that this experience is going to impact the 
rest of my life,” Woodruff said. 

“I’m glad I went to Columbia,” she concluded, with 
a smile on her face.

gia.kim@columbiaspectator.com

BY SAMUEL JONES
Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

“With energy, pizzazz, and candid hilarity, the 
unexpected jolts and quirky visages of Greenfeld 
captivated from start to finish.” 

This excerpt is taken from Spectator’s review 
for XMAS!13, one of the many shows that Rachel 
Greenfeld, BC ’19, stole. During this show in particu-
lar, and unbeknownst to the audience, Greenfeld was 
unexpectedly forced into an impromptu soliloquy. 

“[I had] to improv alone onstage for 6+ minutes—
my literal worst nightmare—during XMAS!13, stall-
ing while a sound issue was being resolved back-
stage,” Greenfeld said. 

Throughout her college career, Greenfeld has 
entertained Columbia’s campus and, time and time 
again, proved her value to its theatrical commu-
nity. While completing her major in psychology, 
Greenfeld has been an actor in the Varsity Show 
performances for all four years. In this time, she has 
also engaged in Barnard Theatre performances and 
the XMAS! annual show. 

“I’ve been a huge Kate McKinnon fan since high 
school and saw it mentioned on her Wikipedia page 
during a late night Google deep-dive,” Greenfeld said. 
“As soon as I got into Barnard, I knew that I wanted 
to get involved with Veesh!”

“Veesh,” for those unaware, is how the cool kids 
pronounce the Varsity Show—a Columbia the-
ater tradition that has lasted for 125 years (since 
1894). Veesh has taken a center stage in Greenfeld’s 
Columbia career and has given her—to use that same 
buzzword—community. 

“[My favorite part of Veesh was] definitely the 
people.” Greenfeld said, “It’s such an intense process, 
but it has left me bonded for life with some of the 
greatest pals I could ever ask for.”

Coming from a performing arts high school where 
she majored in theater, Greenfeld was determined to 
get involved in the theater scene in New York and 
swiftly did. However, the determination has yet to 
fade, and, when asked what might be in the works 
after graduation, the star responded, “Staying in the 
city to chase this crazy dream! But also working a 
whole slew of survival jobs to pay the bills and em-
brace #adultlife.”

Her temporary job after graduation will see 
Greenfeld take on her most undercover role yet as 
a boxing club receptionist. Even as a short-term job, 
Greenfeld said she loves exercising and is enthusi-
astic to be working in the fitness club. 

Although her road to stardom in the future might 
be paved with thickets and brambles, the actor views 
her Columbia experience as invaluable. 

“It has certainly been a challenge, but I wouldn’t 

trade it for the world,” Greenfeld said. “I am so grate-
ful for the opportunities that being in New York and 
at Columbia/Barnard have opened up for me, and I 
quite honestly don’t know where or who I would be 
without my time spent on this amazing campus and 
in this incredible city.”

One of these opportunities was the 125th 
Varsity Show “It’s a Wonderful Strife,” in which, as 
Spectator’s review described, “Greenfeld was char-
acteristically charismatic, hopping up and down the 
stage, maximizing the theatrical space and, from time 
to time, completely changing the tone and feel of her 
voice, crackling into the microphone or offering a 
baby squeal.”

Her other major roles onstage came in the 122nd 
Varsity Show, “A King’s College,” as John Jay; 123rd 
Varsity Show, “A Tale of Two Colleges,” as former 
Barnard President Debora Spar; XMAS!11 “North 
Pole State of Mind,” as Noelle (wink wink nudge 
nudge); XMAS!12 “Tis The Treason,” as prosecutor 
Terry Rudolph; XMAS!13 “The XMAS! Factor,” as 
Krampus; and Barnard’s “Peer Gynt,” as both a pen 
and the Mother of the Groom. 

Greenfeld will be sorely missed by the Varsity 
Show and Columbia theater, but the space is open 
for another thespian to step into her shoes. Offering 
one piece of advice to incoming students, Greenfeld 
looked to merriment.

“Try to enjoy yourself as much as possible!” 
Greenfeld said. “Whatever that means for you, pri-
oritize your own happiness and make time for things 
that bring you joy.”

samuel.jones@columbiaspectator.com
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Kanoa Mendenhall, CC
BY FONDA SHEN

Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

Kanoa Mendenhall, CC ’19, is not the shades-
wearing, tall, gaunt, man in a fedora that people usu-
ally imagine to be a jazz bassist. And yet, petite, slight, 
and quiet Mendenhall has been performing as one 
since she was a little girl. As she prepares to gradu-
ate from Columbia and begin her first international 
tour, she reminisces about the integral role that jazz 
has played in her life.

Mendenhall’s father was a jazz pianist who would 
always joke to his daughter that he needed a jazz 
bassist for his Monterey-based jazz band. When she 
was in her early teens, Mendenhall, who was primar-
ily a cellist at the time, answered the call and picked 
up the bass. She never looked back. 

Unlike most young music students, Mendenhall 
learned aurally rather than by the book. Her father 
taught her the basics and threw her in the deep end, 
allowing her to learn by performing with his jazz 
band. 

“That’s how I learned most of the repertoire, by 
diving straight in on the bandstand,” Mendenhall 
said, recalling instances where she relied on her 
perfect pitch and sheer will to learn songs almost 
on the spot.

Mendenhall came into Columbia not necessarily 
set on becoming a professional musician, and for 
those who follow her work, it might come as a sur-
prise how recent her decision to pursue music was. 

“For me, it wasn’t until this past year. I never really 
knew what I wanted to do. I was open to options. I 
knew that I would always play music. I didn’t know 

it was going to be my career, my one path. I didn’t 
want to commit yet, but I definitely had a huge pas-
sion for it.” 

Mendenhall started her college career as a part 
of the Columbia-Juilliard Exchange, but she felt that 
splitting her time between the two demanding insti-
tutions and the long treks up and down the 1 train 
carrying her bass prevented her from appreciating 
either school fully.

After deciding to commit solely to Columbia, 
Mendenhall became an East Asian language and cul-
tures major. The switch challenged her in unexpect-
ed ways, as she recalled how academics at Columbia 
contrasted sharply with her musical education.

“I would just kind of get by with my perfect pitch,” 
Mendenhall said. “It just always felt natural to me, 
and here I am, [in a] completely different setting, 
[thinking,] ‘Oh god, I have to do something if I want 
to graduate.” 

Choosing Columbia had its advantages, too. Her 
area of study not only allowed her to communicate 
more openly with her Japanese grandmother, but 
also gave her the chance to study abroad in Japan, 
where her only chance to practice the bass was to 
play at a local coffee/tea shop, which had a bass. As 
someone who was learning Japanese, Mendenhall 
appreciated how universal music was as a language.  

Mendenhall grew up with her father as her pri-
mary instructor, but at Columbia and during her time 
at summer music programs, she has found mentors 
and teachers who have helped her get to where she 
is now. Mendenhall credits Victor Lin, who is cur-
rently pursuing a doctorate in music education at 
Teachers College, with helping her get over her own 

imposter syndrome. She met Lin first at Stanford 
Jazz Workshop and has reconnected with him at 
Columbia. 

“He was really the first person who made me feel 
like I could actually play this music,” Mendenhall 
said. “I knew that I could play this instrument, and 
I was pretty good at it. … I would get into these hon-
ors ensembles and get these awards and things, but 
I never felt like I deserved them, somehow. ... He 
told me, ‘No, you are very good, and you’re one of the 
best musicians I’ve ever met.’ He gave me so much 
support.”

Starting this summer and throughout the next 
year, she will be touring the world with artists like 
Joel Ross and Maria Grand, with whom she had 
worked with in the past. Over the years, they have 
gotten to know each other through gigs, calling each 
other up when they needed someone to fill a part.

Despite her own success and improvements since 
she first started playing, Mendenhall acknowledges 
that there are still far too few women in jazz. One day, 
she hopes, the industry will reach fifty-fifty parity.

With a full undergraduate schedule and perfor-
mance calendar, it makes sense that in her spare 
time, Mendenhall seeks a bit of quiet, preferring to 
spend her free time strolling through Riverside Park. 
But this doesn’t mean that she wants to slow down. 
Following her tour, she is considering a graduate de-
gree from the Manhattan School of Music just down 
the street. For Columbia’s community, one can only 
hope that Mendenhall returns to perform again in 
Morningside Heights.

 
fonda.shen@columbiaspectator.com

Rachel Greenfeld, BC
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SENIOR PROFILES
In addition to being full-time students, these graduating seniors were accomplished artists, actors, musicians, and designers.



BY SARAH BECKLEY
Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

Shaquan Nelson, SEAS ’19, takes a long pause 
when asked to describe his clothing label in one 
sentence. After turning the question over in his 
mind for a couple of moments, his face lights up 
and he says.

“If you see a turtle on a fence, don’t ask how 
it got there.”

Nelson explains that the only way a turtle 
could end up on top of a fence is if somebody 

helped it. He likens this feat of reptilian ascen-
sion to the assistance he has received in forming 
his clothing brand, Strange Fruit Conglomerate.

The aptly named conglomerate is the col-
laborative effort of five people: creative direc-
tor Nelson, operations manager Carlos Ramirez, 
SEAS ’19, user experience lead Garai Caruth, who 
graduated from Nomad Academy Latin America 
last year, graphic designer Shayn Jackson, a se-
nior at Pomona College, and graphic designer 
Nolen Scruggs, CC ’19.

Nelson was inspired to create Strange Fruit 
Conglomerate while listening to the Chief Keef 
album “Thot Breaker” in the summer of 2017. 
Struck by the producer’s repetition in each song 

of the name “Turbo,” Nelson decided to look into 
the identity of the mysterious figure. “Turbo,” 
he learned, was just Chief Keef ’s own producer 
name, as the rapper had been dropped by his la-
bel, Interscope. This gave him an idea.

“When [Chief Keef ] was getting dropped 
from Interscope, he was trying to leave his la-
bel,” Nelson said. “And I did not like Columbia. I 
realized what I should do is sort of be like that: 
prepare to leave the label. Like, I should prepare 
to leave school. And how do I do that? I work to-
ward something. I have a goal, and something that 

I really want to achieve—and then I remembered 
that I really liked clothes.”

That same summer, in 2017, Nelson discovered 
the Columbia MakerSpace while taking a summer 
class in Mudd. During his first visit, he was wel-
comed by its manager, Mohamed Haroun.

“[Haroun] really was the person who helped 
me get a start,” Nelson said. “He helped me get all 
the access to resources and space that I needed, 
and that was just incredible, especially in times 
when I couldn’t defend myself or fight for myself.”

Nelson learned skills like sewing and em-
broidery in the space, and thus Strange Fruit 
Conglomerate was born. He came up with the 
idea for the name by listening to another rapper, 

Joey Bada$$. In his song “BABYLON,” Bada$$ 
raps, “Nowaday they hangin’ us by a different 
tree / Branches of the government, I can name all 
three / Judicial, legislative and executive.” This 
allusion to the role of the government plays in op-
pression reminded Nelson of another work of art. 

“It brought me back to the poem ‘Strange 
Fruit’ and I was like, that is very true. What is op-
pressing people now is a lot of systematic things. 
That’s really where the name came from, from 
just like the acknowledgement of where we are at 
in society, and I think that that’s fine. Sometimes 

we need to acknowledge where we are so we can 
move forward,” Nelson said.

After learning design skills in the MakerSpace, 
Nelson began to assemble his team. Working with 
them taught him what it means to listen to oth-
ers and to grow as a group. It showed Nelson that 
he was part of something that went beyond just 
himself.

“I think having my own brand was mostly real-
izing that my brand is so much bigger than me. It 
was like, people are going to come in and change 
my vision and that’s good, that’s acceptable, and 
that’s perfectly okay. … My brand was never sup-
posed to be for just me. It was called a conglom-
erate for a reason,” he said.

Nelson now uses a manufacturer to make his 
clothing, rather than making everything himself 
as he once did. Along with his teammates and 
Haroun, he credits his close friend Christian 
Joseph, SEAS ’19, with aiding his personal and 
professional growth. Joseph has his own label, 
NO REVENGE, and the two have worked side 
by side cultivating their brands and their appre-
ciation for clothes. Joseph helped Nelson meet 
fashion designer Kerby Jean-Raymond, whom 
Nelson refers to as his teacher and whose mens-
wear label, Pyer Moss, Nelson interned at in the 

fall of 2018.
Support in the clothing design industry, of 

which Nelson has received an abundance, comes 
in more forms than just monetary support.

“People won’t buy your things,” Nelson said, 
“That’s a fact. People just won’t, and that’s okay. 
They will still love you. They will still like you. 
They will still want to support you. They will 
still love to post your things on the internet. But 
they can’t always afford it. And that’s fine. … It’s 
just life. You are small, and you are but so big. So 
just let it rock.” 

sarah.beckley
@columbiaspectator.com

BY ISABELA ESPADAS BARROS LEAL
Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

Jacquelyn Klein, CC ’19, and Caroline Wallis, BC 
’19, wanted to name the visual arts magazine they 
founded during their first year after something that 
undeniably captured the spirit of the campus. As 
it turned out, Columbia was built above a layer of 
schist rock that lines the majority of Manhattan, 
coined by many as “rat rock” due to its proximity 
to the rodents we share the island with.   

“We were like, ‘Should we call it John Jay?’ I re-
ally wanted it to be called—though I’m so glad it’s 
not called this because it’s really pretentious—but 
I wanted it to be called ‘In Lumine,’ which is part 
of the Columbia motto. It was really between that 
and Ratrock, and we decided on Ratrock because 
it’s punchy,” Wallis said. 

Klein and Wallis met at a Hoot magazine launch 
event during their first year, one of their first at-
tempts at finding an arts community on campus, 
though they quickly realized what Columbia lacked 
was a space for students with visual arts back-
grounds to come together.

“It seemed silly. How was there not already an 
art magazine? How does this not exist? We’re in 
a college in New York, a hub of arts and culture,” 
Klein said. 

Ratrock magazine was founded by Klein, Wallis, 
and Alexandra Warrick, BC ’17, with the intention 
of being a virtual forum for artists to connect with 
other artists while leaving behind a printed record 
of the art they created while on campus. A friend-
ship that began at a magazine launch quickly grew 
to the launch of their own magazine, this time dedi-
cated to the visual arts rather than fashion. 

A Los Angeles native, Klein chose Columbia af-
ter spending several high school summers in New 
York at various arts programs. Wallis is a graduate 
of the Fiorello H. LaGuardia High School for Music 
& Art and Performing Arts on the Upper West Side, 
a mere train ride away.

Klein had seen the importance of dedicated arts 
spaces throughout her undergraduate experience 
after working at the Leroy Neiman Center for Print 
Studies in Dodge Hall as part of her visual arts ma-
jor, while Wallis was grateful for the community she 
found at the Barnard visual arts senior studios when 
working on her art history thesis. They wanted all 
students to feel this sense of community even if they 
weren’t arts majors themselves. 

Just as Ratrock developed a relationship to visual 
artists on campus, Klein and Wallis cultivated their 

own. Klein lived in Wallis’ apartment one summer, 
and the two went on road trips across New Jersey 
picking up art supplies they found on Facebook 
Marketplace. These experiences made Columbia 
meaningful to them, ultimately infusing their work 
at Ratrock with even greater personal significance.  

Upon Warrick’s graduation, the two were left to 
lead a magazine that sought to celebrate all student 
art, a task which they began tackling by profiling 
their friends and friends of friends. They did not 
wish to be arbiters of what was “good” or “bad,” 
but also realized that highlighting only people 
they knew would exclude certain voices. As such, 
Ratrock’s open submissions began, inviting any art-
ist with an established body of work to be featured 
in the magazine. 

Though inclusivity was at the core of Klein and 
Wallis’ vision, the publication has recently become 
the subject of scrutiny following allegations of pla-
giarism, an incident which the founders were not 
involved with since stepping down from the board 

last year.  
“I think [we] started with this really DIY, scrappy 

vision, and I think Ratrock has become a lot more 
professional, which is a good thing, because it’s im-
portant for us to take artists on campus really seri-
ously. It’s important that there’s a gravity, which I 
think really got wrapped into this situation with 
plagiarism. … But then [this professionalism] comes 
with greater responsibility,” Wallis said. 

Besides founding the magazine, Klein was a copy 
editor for Hoot and held internships in the fashion 
industry at companies including Ralph Lauren and 
Victoria’s Secret. Wallis has served as a technical di-
rector for WBAR, a photographer for Hoot and The 
Eye—Spectator’s long-form magazine—and a cura-
tor at Postcrypt Art Gallery, among other activities 
and internships. Undeniably, however, Ratrock has 
had the most profound impact on their Columbia 
experience. 

“We’re microcosms of Ratrock at its whole, be-
cause we’re so supportive of each other and each 

other’s art,” Klein said. 
Days before graduating, they now find them-

selves preparing to switch places. Wallis will be 
moving to Los Angeles to pursue professional op-
portunities in the arts while Klein looks to stay in 
the city and work in marketing. 

The support they built over the past four years 
has translated into a friendship that the two have 
carried even after passing Ratrock on to new leader-
ship. When describing each other’s growth as art-
ists, Klein and Wallis hold hands and speak directly 
to each other. Since meeting at the launch of an arts 
magazine to founding their own, the two are visibly 
proud of each other’s development as artists, ending 
so many sentences simply by saying: “I love you.”

  
Editor’s Note: Caroline Wallis was a former photo 

deputy for Spectator. She has no personal connection 
to the author.

 
isabela.espadas@columbiaspectator.com
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How to lose friends and influence people

BY AARON HOLMES

If everybody likes you, you probably aren’t doing good journalism.
It’s a lesson you learn early as a student reporter, when you receive 

your first outraged Facebook message from a source or strongly 
worded email from a University spokesperson. Student journalism 
is emotionally exhausting by nature: Your work is a matter of public 
interest and therefore always a target of criticism; it’s easy to slip up, 
and the stakes are high. When you’re covering a dispute of conflicting 
interests (e.g., students vs. administrators) the story you write will never 
directly align with either side’s narrative—nor should it.  

At Columbia, this is compounded by an antipathy toward reporters 
that is alive and well on campus. There’s one thing that stodgy 
administrators, militant campus activists, and Machiavellian student 
council members have in common: a disdain for facts that they don’t like. 

I don’t think this disdain stems from insidious motives, but rather 
from basic realities of human psychology: We’re wired to believe facts 
that confirm our preexisting outlook, and this confirmation bias makes 
us averse to reports that challenge our belief systems. 

So it’s easy to understand how journalists, with their pesky habit of 
unearthing information and their failure to pledge fealty to particular 
ideologies, tend to piss people off. Journalism requires approaching 

subjects with compassion, but the relationship between reporters and 
their sources is also necessarily adversarial, at least on some level: No 
claim should go unvetted, no narrative accepted without scrutiny. 

As a first-year Spec reporter, I learned this lesson almost immediately. 
The average Columbia student’s opinion toward campus media typically 
wavers between indifference and loathing, especially among groups 
that are frequent topics of coverage, like activists and student council 
members. 

One of my first reporting assignments as a new Speccie involved 
approaching random students in Lerner to ask about their thoughts 
on changes to the student package center (yes, journalism is just as 
glamorous and sexy as it sounds). As I introduced myself to students 
and explained my task, I was disarmed by the number of cold responses. 
While plenty of students were friendly and willing to chat, and some 
declined politely, several cut me off with a curt “no.” One girl tugged 
her friend away mid-interview, saying “We don’t talk to them.” 

With hardly any knowledge of Spec’s own history or the dynamics 
of Columbia’s campus, I quickly learned that donning the mantle of 
“Spec reporter” made me something different than a peer in these 
students’ eyes—I was at best a mild annoyance, at worst something 
more threatening.

My Spec career, like that of many Speccies before me, is dotted 

with tense anecdotes like this one. At a protest on Low Steps my first 
year—months before Trump perfected this move—an activist speaking 
through a bullhorn singled out Spec reporters in attendance and told 
us to leave (we didn’t). During my time as news editor, a disgruntled 
student accused me of sending articles to administrators for approval 
before publishing them (I hadn’t). In one high-pressure interview 
shortly after I became managing editor, a senior administrator told 
me Spectator’s critical coverage of Columbia’s mental health resources 
was itself a cause of the worsening mental health on campus (it wasn’t, 
and isn’t).

To be a reporter is to move through life as an optimist masquerading 
as a pessimist. The work rewards an innate skepticism and demands a 
flinty indifference toward detractors; the sneering eye roll and snarky 
aside become the lingua franca of journalists. This jaded attitude is a 
result of experience, but it’s also a shield we willfully employ as a form 
of emotional self-defense.

But unlike professional journalists, student reporters eat, sleep, and 
spend our days with the people we write about. While this inherently 
adversarial dynamic at times puts us at odds with administrators and 
fellow students alike, it’s crucial that we embrace our roles as active 
members of Columbia’s community, rather than cloistered outsiders 
criticizing from a distance. 

This unique proximity to sources also lends urgency to student 
journalism: Uncovering the truth, asking new questions, and holding 
those in power accountable for their impact on students’ lives are all 
directly tied to the well-being of our peers. 

In this sense, journalism is an exercise in unflinching stoicism in the 
face of adversity, but it also necessitates radical empathy. My time as a 
Spec reporter forced me to break out of my social bubble and speak to 
countless people whom I wouldn’t have gotten to know otherwise. My 
sources over the years have inspired me with their dedication and fiery 
advocacy, and have driven me to do my best as a journalist in order to 
earn and maintain their trust.

More fundamentally, if I hadn’t spent these years as a reporter and 
editor at Spectator, I wouldn’t be the person I am today, nor would I 
have found my place in the Columbia community.

Spec itself is far from perfect, and it’s important to note that some 
of the animus toward Spec stems from actual mistakes made by our 
reporters and editors. As students, we aren’t infallible, and we slip 
up—names get misspelled, facts are forgotten, stories are missed. 
Institutionally, Spectator has its share of ills: It still struggles with a lack 
of diversity and with establishing a workplace culture that prioritizes 
staffers’ mental health. Spec’s new leaders are striving to make the 
publication better, but as an organization run entirely by undergrads, 
it will never be flawless.

Nevertheless, robust student journalism isn’t a given—just like 
journalism on a global scale, it faces constant logistical and ideological 
threats and must be upheld from within. Many on Columbia’s campus 
would be happier with Spectator gone, but without an independent 
institution devoted to unflinching journalism, Columbia would suffer.

Aaron Holmes is a Columbia College senior majoring in English. 
He joined Spectator in 2015 as a news staff writer and served as 

Spectator’s 141st co-news editor and 142nd managing editor.
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BY JESSICA SPITZ

For the majority of my time at Spec, it was a place of infinite 
possibility. I was given countless opportunities to do impactful work, 
the people around me were supportive and brilliant, and I had a ready-
made social circle at Columbia. While the work was difficult right off 
the bat, I was given enough encouragement so that the only obstacles 
in my way were my own—things like learning how to conduct a solid 
interview or better manage my time. I thrived in Spec’s competitive 
but community-focused environment, and I hungrily chased down 
stories and applied for higher positions.

But as I climbed up the ladder in the news section and ultimately 
became editor in chief, additional obstacles were heaped on top of 
my personal ones. And while this is to be expected when you come to 
manage a staff of over 250 people at the age of 21, it was still shocking 
and overwhelming when I slowly came to the realization that so many 
of these new obstacles stemmed from an undeniable, pernicious sexism.

While this was, of course, not the first time I had encountered 
sexism directly, I was experiencing it in a completely new way. It’s 
quite a different thing to compete with or learn from men here than 
it is to fulfill my duties as the leader of the organization. 

I was called a “bully” for enforcing standard rules. A male staffer 
spread rumors about me as revenge for not reciprocating romantic 
feelings. Male staffers chose to scream at me in public rather than 
attempt to have a productive conversation. A particularly telling 
moment was when someone submitted an anonymous post to the 
public (and absurd) “Columbia Crushes” page stating: “JJ Spitz your 
bitchy tone makes me so wet I can’t control myself.” 

As a female leader, my authority is construed as bitchiness, and I am 
constantly sexualized in a way that is totally irrelevant. And it wasn’t 
just the men—I faced pushback from women who were also more 
inclined to question my decisions and the motivation behind them. 
These factors sometimes made the glass ceiling feel more like concrete.

But it was usually more insidious than these incidents. It often felt 
like I was climbing a mountain in a blizzard—a constant, exhausting 
battle that my male counterparts didn’t even realize existed. There 
were the never-ending questioning of my authority and my credentials 
despite the hundreds of hours I devoted to Spec, the resistance to 
edits or initiatives that I tried to implement, or people who wrote me 
off because I didn’t fit their description of what a leader should look 
like. And trying to explain how difficult this is to people who don’t get 
it? Exhausting. And if it’s exhausting for me, a white woman from a 
privileged background, I beg you to take some time to reflect on how 
much more emotional labor women of color have to undertake.

Through these experiences, I gathered whatever empathy, courage, 
and analytical skills that existed inside me—many of which I do believe 
to be uniquely feminine—and fought for the values of Spec, which 

I believed in and still believe 
in, so deeply. In the moments 
that it felt most impossible to 
do my job, I approached the 
situation in the way that strong 
women always do: with an 
intense determination and an 
ever-thickening skin. Being the 
leader of an organization like 
Spec requires you to be mission-
driven at all times and to feel so 
certain about the positive work 
you are doing for the community 
that the sexism just becomes 
another obstacle that you can 
overcome. This mentality has 
given me the confidence of 
knowing that whatever problems 
come my way in the future, I have 
developed the tools to face them 
head-on.

And while I feel it is important to acknowledge this sexism—so that 
other women know they aren’t alone, so that maybe everyone will take 
some time to reflect on how they treat the women around them—it was 
just one part of my Spec experience and something that I know is not 
unique to Spec. Dealing with a sexist environment is, unfortunately, the 
daily reality for women in similar organizations. What was ultimately 
so much more important to me at Spec were the people who would 
lift me up when I was at my lowest of lows, when I felt like I just could 
not climb that mountain for another second. 

From the moment I stepped into our old office at 2875 Broadway, 
I met some of the most brilliant, passionate, and empathetic people I 
could ever have dreamed of meeting in college. They taught me, from 
day one, what it meant to hold people accountable, why spending my 
time here doing something real would be so gratifying, and what the 
true meaning of mentorship was. But more than anything, my friends 
at Spec knew me down to my core and accepted that person. And they 
helped me figure out what I wanted to do and who I wanted to be. 

What we do at Spectator is so unique and so powerful. We’re barely 
entering adulthood, yet we have the ability to create conversations and 
forge our own seats at high-powered tables. My happiest memories 
at Spec will always be the mania of being a news reporter, trying to 
balance breaking news with enterprise stories and mentoring younger 
staffers. I never slept, but I was also never bored. And with every 
mistake, I would be built back up again by my mentors and colleagues. 
It was incredibly challenging at times, but so incredibly rewarding. 

Because it really comes down to the fact that the adversity I faced 

was just so inconsequential compared to what I gained. So many people 
devoted their whole beings to making me better, and those people 
instilled in me the drive to do the same for any staffer at Spec. 

At the end of the day, there was nothing more gratifying than 
looking around the newsroom and soaking in the sense of promise 
and excitement exuding from younger staffers. I loved coaching them 
through their first print nights and watching them proudly share 
their work on social media. I loved cringing at our voices in interview 
recordings, commiserating over battles with PR, and inhaling heaps 
of junk food to sustain us through print nights.

Near the end of this semester, a group of wildly talented Speccies 
published an investigation into how the University handles cases of 
tenured professors being found guilty of sexual misconduct. I had 
nothing to do with this story. When the writers and editors sent me 
the link after several all-nighters, I had to resist getting too sappy 
because I was so intensely proud. Passing on the Spec values of doing 
hard work, holding institutions accountable, and pushing ourselves to 
to be as insightful and critical as possible is such a privilege, and it hit 
me very hard in that moment.

There’s not one single, overarching message to this column. I can’t 
possibly distill my Spec experience into a few hundred words. But 
damn, do I feel lucky to have been a part of this.

Jessica Spitz is a Columbia College senior majoring in history. 
She was a news deputy editor for the 140th volume, a news editor 
for the 141st volume, and the editor in chief and president for 

the 142nd volume.

The other side of the glass ceiling

COURTESY OF JESSICA SPITZ

Former Spectator staff members in the class of 2019 reflect on what they’ve learned and how they’ve grown during their time at the paper. 
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Being a good editor, on and off the page

BY HANNAH BARBOSA CESNIK

As a literary device, metonymy usually slips by us unnoticed. 
The Columbia Daily Spectator, to those who work there, is simply 
the paper. As in: Sorry, I can’t. I’m at the paper. A word that literally 
means processed wood becomes a shorthand for a place in which a 
largely digital news organization is based. In a phrase like “I work 
for the paper,” metonymy can encompass any number of things from 
production to meetings to the actual act of editing on physical paper. 

I didn’t come to Spectator to be a capital-J journalist. In fact, 
trudging up the stairs of 2875 Broadway four years ago, I didn’t really 
understand what journalists did other than print words. And, well, I 
liked working with words. People were scary, but words made sense. 
And so, thinking it would be far easier than reporting and speaking 
to people, a week into college I became an associate opinion editor.

Looking back on it, I wasn’t entirely wrong. Words are easy, after 

some practice. Bad writing—which seems, from the outside, like 
the hardest job of an editor—is just a pile of words, which can be 
arranged, cut, reworked, and reconfigured into good writing. But 
op-eds are made of more than just words. Editing is careful, patient 
work that requires as much an understanding of human nature as 
it does of grammar. Becoming a good editor, then, wasn’t about 
learning rhetoric or even about understanding op-eds as a form of 
writing—though those things are certainly necessary. It was, above 
all, about understanding people. 

Over four years, I learned that a good editor needs to be an 
acrobat, balancing the writer’s priorities without compromising 
ethics or quality. To be a good editor is also to be a diplomat who 
eases tension through carefully chosen words and genuine empathy. 
Often, a good editor is a devil’s advocate who champions ideas they 
disagree with for the sake of discourse. For many a hot take, a good 
editor is judge, jury, and executioner. Which is all to say: It is rare 
that the real work of an editor stays within the margins of a page 
(or Google Doc).

That’s the thing about a paper. It’s not made of plant fibers; it’s 
made up of people.

At Spectator, there is much to edit off the page—indeed, the 
metonym suggests as much. If Spectator is “the paper,” then it too—
the organization and the people within it—can be edited. It can be 
reworked and refined and restructured. 

Editing off of the page has much in common with editing on the 
page—and some of the most important editing I did at Spectator 
was as staff director. When we inherit our roles, whether or not 
they have the title “editor” in them, we become custodians of the 
institution. It’s rarely our job to start entirely from scratch; rather, 
we’re tasked with polishing and refining and reconfiguring the work 
of our predecessors. A good editor still possesses agility, prodding 
and shifting conversations without applying too much force. A 
good editor still practices diplomacy, navigating the politics that 
all newspapers are heir to. A good editor still offers support for a 
vision not wholly theirs. A good editor is still a thoughtful judge who 
offers ideas and critiques for which they will rarely receive credit. 

Papers survive largely because of their editors. So if you’ll indulge 
me in this final act of staff directing, let me offer this advice: Be 
a good editor of the paper, no matter what formal role you have. 
Spectator will be better for it, and so will you. 

Hannah Barbosa Cesnik is a Columbia College senior majoring 
in English and concentrating in art history. She was an associate 

opinion editor for the 139th volume, a columnist and later columns 
deputy opinion editor for the 140th volume, editorial page editor for 

the 141st managing board, staff director and editorial page editor 
(again) for the 142nd managing board, and an opinion columnist for 

the 143rd volume.
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What’s the story?
BY AINSLEY BANDROWSKI

As a deputy news editor at Spectator, my comments to writers 
often went like this: “Why should I care about this as a student? 
What’s the point? What’s your angle? What’s the story?” At every 
step of writing a story, you have to ask yourself this. 

My senior year, which was when I did all the interviews with 
Barnard administrators, I no longer wrote. I was busy coordinating 
interviews and fielding corrections, doing the grind that makes 
the news happen, so I never had time to do the work that had 
drawn me to Spec in the first place: writing the story. 

I didn’t get to have bad days, yet I was having so many bad 
days doing a job I felt hopelessly inadequate for—frustrated and 
isolated. During this time I was also trying to do things like apply 
to grad school—against better advice—and write a thesis, even 
though it was optional, things everyone in the office and my life 
heard me complain about way too much. I was losing things I 
didn’t know I needed: my sense of spontaneity, my sense of humor 
(archival tweets from this period reflect the dark swirling chaos), 
and my precariously acquired sense of balance. 

By the time I left this past December, the writing was on 
the wall: I needed to relearn who I was outside of Spec. I was 
struggling my last semester on staff to hold myself together 
well enough to remember that some things—being a singer, 
philosopher, friend, JJ’s Place frequent flyer—were true of me, 
let alone be any of them. For all the words we’ve written about 
Columbia stress culture, Spec culture is in many ways the same: 
a culture of pushing yourself until you break, which I did. It 
doesn’t help that Spec is a hard place to be when you are suffering: 
It makes asking for help from actual adults on campus seem 
impossible, since your job is to let them know how to do their 
jobs better.

Through all of this, though I was doing a lot of interviews, I 
wasn’t writing. So what was I, other than “too journalistic to be 
a philosopher and too philosophical to be a journalist,” an actual 
thing I was once told? Spec, like the broader university, teaches 
you what you’re made of; it’s not really Spec’s fault that I didn’t 
always like the answer. Sometimes, you end up having to be a 
person you didn’t expect to need to be, or didn’t want to need to 
be, and Spec is a great place to test that hypothesis.

Writers have stories. So where, in these three and a half years, 
was my story?

In news, the story is always aiming at the truth, and the truth 
was, I loved and hated Spec, sometimes simultaneously. I loved 
getting to meet so many vibrant people, loved the high you get 
from chasing a good story (my 2018 women’s colleges piece tops 
the list), loved that it gave me people and a place at a time when I 
needed both to anchor me during pivotal moments in my college 
career, loved that it gave me a chance to flex and shine and take 
some Ls and bounce back up the next morning. And I hated the 
way it brought out all of my worst tendencies—perfectionism, 
didacticism, a touch of neuroticism—and pushed me into the 
deep end while expecting me to know how to swim when I clearly 
didn’t, even though I needed to learn how to kick off the bottom 
and breathe. 

Thanks to Spec, I learned things that are true about me, things 
that are a part of my story. I know how to edit in a way that leaves 
me with the best version of the truth, even when I don’t always 
like it. I know how to do this fearlessly, no matter how messy the 
edits get. To quote the great philosopher John Mulaney, “You can 
do good work simply staying up all night and eating nothing but 
junk food, but probably not in the long term.”

To all the Speccies, baby bears, and little lion cubs now and 
future, my parting philosophical wisdom: Eat a vegetable every 
once in a while, remember that a beanbag chair does not offer 
the same back support as a bed, and remember to work on your 
story when you’re working on the story, so that when you get to 
the kicker of your time at Spec and at this school, you know that 
the story was yours.

Ainsley Bandrowski is a senior at Barnard studying philosophy. 
She was a staff writer for the 140th and 141st volumes, and a deputy 

news editor and senior staff writer for the 142nd volume, during which 
time she constantly advocated for more ABBA on the print night playlist.

Oui Papa, I’m in the library
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BY YASMINE AKKI

“Allo Yasmine, ça va? Where are you?”
“Oui Papa, I’m in the library.”
The library in question was none other than Low Library; 

however, I let my dad believe that I was taking a break from 
studying to answer his call. Instead, I had been covering the 
second day of the Columbia Divest for Climate Justice occupation 
of Low Library. The previous night, Catie Edmondson, Teo Armus, 
and I had slept on the administrative building’s floor along with 
the activists of CDCJ.

At the time, I was a first-year at Barnard, an aspiring 
neuroscientist on the pre-med track, and a passionate 
photographer. I had joined Spec earlier that year because I wanted 
to discover the different communities on campus through my lens. 

On April 14, 2016, I headed to Low Steps where Columbia 
Divest for Climate Justice demonstrators were gathering to 
demand that the University divest from fossil fuel companies. 
As a staff photographer at Spec, I had agreed to document the 
event along with news editor at the time, Catie Edmondson, and 
news writer Teo Armus.

Soon, we found ourselves following CDCJ into Low Library, 
where the demonstrators performed a sit-in. That evening, Public 
Safety ordered all students who did not want to face disciplinary 
action to leave the building. A dozen demonstrators remained and 
as press, Catie, Teo, and I stayed as well. The building was now 
on lockdown, and whoever wanted to leave the building would 
not be allowed back in. 

In that moment, I was slowly grasping the importance of my 
photos; I wasn’t just taking pictures because it was fun, but rather 

for the sake of the story. I was contributing to documenting a 
crucial moment in Columbia’s history as the only photojournalist 
in the building. 

My short stay in Low that week was a turning point in my 
career as a staff photographer at Spec. Learning alongside Catie 
and Teo, whom I had worked with briefly before the occupation, 
taught me the value of reporting, one that I had only superficially 
grasped prior to the events. At the end of the occupation, I came 
to understand that my passion for photography was not simply 
hobby but rather a career I could envision myself thriving in. 

In December that same year, I became the photo editor for 
Spectator, and carried the very same lessons I had learned 
inside Low Library as I went on to lead a team of photographers 
throughout the next year. From the pivotal to the mundane, 
I felt the immense responsibility that comes with bearing 
witness to every moment on campus as photo editor. In my time 
photographing CDCJ’s occupation of Low Library, my mandate 
as a photojournalist became clear to me, and as a photo editor, I 
was determined to help students understand the value of news 
through photographs, and mentor my team to produce visuals 
that best capture campus events. 

Low Library may no longer be a library in the proper sense 
of the word; however, it truly served as an important training 
ground for first-year Yasmine who had a passion for photography. 

Yasmine Akki is a Barnard senior majoring in anthropology, 
with a concentration in archaeology, and minoring in Spanish 

& Latin American Cultures. She was staff photographer for the 
139th, 140th, and 142nd volumes, and a photo editor for the 141st 

volume. 
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BY AUSTIN HORN

My body does this concerning thing every once in a while. It usually 
happens when I get quickly dehydrated—causes have included intense 
exercise, peeing, hot weather, and vomit. 

Naturally, one of the most memorable of these incidents took place in 
the Spectator office. As I was wont to do during my tenure on Spectator’s 
managing board, I had put off sleep that week in favor of getting in a 
number of meatier stories or chasing down a promising lead. The lack 
of sleep rendered me vulnerable to a certain sandwich from a deli that 
will remain nameless. One thing led to the other, and then I found myself 
gaining consciousness on the floor of the Spec bathroom covered in my 
own vomit.

I tell this story pretty often, and before trying to write this column I 
could never quite figure why it seemed so funny to me. I tell it because, 
in a roundabout way, it communicates a sort of truth about my time at 
Spectator. 

I went through one of the worst seasons of my life in part because of 
Spec. In the fall semester of my junior year, I got thrust into two totally 
new managing board positions at Spec all the while scrambling to make 
my best case for the highest position in the land: editor in chief. You can 
probably tell how that worked out from the tone I’m striking—and I don’t 
need to mention my grades again.

It felt like going through the stages of grief. I heard my sweet, sweet 
mother curse more than I ever had in my 21 years of knowing her. I 
reevaluated my self-identification of “not a crier.” For a while I thought 
that all I had to show for my time at Spec was a couple hundred irrelevant 
articles, some big project ideas that would undoubtedly be tossed aside, 
and a damaged sense of self—I had become “un-chill” according to my 
brother. How could an organization that I’ve poured so much of myself 
into spit me out just like that? Who am I without the thing I’ve been putting 
50-plus hours into?

If you’ve read any of these columns before, you’ll realize that I am not 
unique, nor was I “screwed over” in any particular form or fashion. My 
situation was unfortunate—not unfair on Spec’s terms. I could also list 
out Spec’s number of systemic issues here, but that’s a job for someone 
else.

To be clear, those problems don’t paint the whole picture of my time 
at Spec. Nor have I finished my vomit story.

So, when I came to I found myself joking through the shameful slit 
in the stall door to two of my good friends from Spec. They spoke to me 

calmly, readying to help in any way they could before I explained that, 
yes, this may seem alarming, but it happens all the time. They called my 
other friends, who picked up some Gatorade and took me home, talking 
shit all the merry way.

I like to put emphasis on what happens after I pass out when I tell 
that story. I’ve passed out so many times now that it’s the context and 
how people react around me that most interests me.

I realize now that I could say the same about my time at Spec. It’s 
worth talking about all the vulnerable times. For instance, right after I 
didn’t get editor in chief I would always think to myself: Dear God, when 
will I for one hour not think about it? 

But those hours turned into days, which later turned into weeks 
and months.

Now, undoubtedly more seared in my brain are the moments of love 
that I shared with people at Spec. I can still so clearly envision the smug 
grin on Billy Chiu’s face when I gave him an award for taking my stead 
as head of product. I genuinely miss chilling in the opinion office and 
shooting the breeze (or, in their terms, giving the “hot goss”). I think 
often about the small but nonetheless glorious victories Amanda Frame 
and I have shared over naming a sports supplement. I wish I didn’t think 
as much as I do about Chris Lopez’s atrocious puns, but I’m thankful 
that his graceful writing remains to remind myself of why I love the guy.

And my own growth through college can be tracked through my time 

at Spec. I grew into myself as a leader, writer, thinker, and empathetic 
human. It also gave me the latitude to mess up, and Lord knows I took 
advantage of that. I can look back at the shy, inexperienced first-year 
that stumbled into the Spec office without any idea of what he wanted 
to do other than “write” and know that Spec helped make me who I am 
today: a slightly less clueless professional journalist.

It may be tempting for anyone to look back on Spec or other trials in 
college (vomit included) as some kind of trauma, and maybe it is that for 
some, but we have the power to write our own histories. Why wouldn’t 
we then populate those histories with the smiles of those we love, the 
dumb jokes they came up with, the hugs they gave, and the overarching 
feeling of no, you’re not alone, that they imbued in us? 

Everyone I’ve known at Columbia has been a blessing, and I can’t 
hope to acknowledge them all here. If you’re reading this and you’ve 
known me in any capacity—yes, even you, the girl who just occasionally 
said “hi,” the dude who for some reason thinks I don’t like him, or the 
middle-aged lady who is reading only because my mom posted this 
article on Facebook—thank you. 

Stay hydrated.

Austin Horn graduated with a degree in American studies. He enjoys 
drinking water, doing journalism, and spending time with his dogs 
Mustache Bob and Copper. He starts a gig at NPR in September.

BY CHRISTOPHER LOPEZ

The one question everybody asks is “Why?”
Why volunteer 50 to 60 unpaid hours a week for three out of four 

years of your college career? Why sacrifice sleep, GPA, mental health, 
social life, sanity? Why suffer constant crippling anxiety and persistent 
self-doubt?

The night my official tenure as Sports editor ended, I asked myself 
this question as I left Riverside Church for the final time as a Spec staffer. 
I knew that this new journey would present the challenge of what to 
do with all that time. I was excited, and why not be? The opportunity 
to enjoy senior night, actually enjoy school, and get real sleep were a 
stone’s throw away.

But what I didn’t know was that most of my staff was going to leave 
this organization, branching off and creating a new sports publication.

Suddenly the joy of finishing my tenure felt poisoned. There was no 
miracle in sight.

As winter break came and went, second semester began, and the days 
grew shorter and then longer again, I couldn’t help but scroll through 
Spectator’s website in search of new sports content. It felt like an eternity 
before the first sports story appeared. 

All but one of my staffers left in search of a new beginning. A two-
person iteration of the Spec Sports section emerged. I was somewhere 
in the middle, with no place to land. It was a return of the imposter 
syndrome that I thought had vanished once I became Sports editor.

When I worked at Spectator, the Sports section was described as 
North Brother Island in relation to Manhattan. North Brother Island 
once housed a hospital but is now an abandoned bird sanctuary floating 
in the East River.

The day-to-day operations of Sports seemed different from those of 
other sections. Sports style was too complicated for anyone to understand 
and our focus wasn’t on tearing down institutions like the other sections.

But, that wasn’t the Spec Sports I knew. When I was a young staffer, 
with absolutely no journalism experience, my editor pushed me to look 
beyond the obvious for stories. Writing alongside my now dear friend 
Austin, I was consistently pushed to a high level. I looked beyond the 
box score, putting my own spin on that cliché to produce stories that 
actually brought me joy. 

During my time as editor, that joy carried me every day when I was 
otherwise disillusioned by internal politics or internship rejections. 
There’s something beautiful in pouring your life into something for 
nothing but satisfaction that your work can make a difference. 

That satisfaction was further cemented by my participation in the 
Sports Journalism Institute, an organization which graciously provides 
women and minorities the ability to pursue sports journalism in a 
supportive environment. That opportunity undoubtedly came because of 

my time at Spectator and gave me the validation I needed, that I otherwise 
never got from my peers.

At Spec, I was often forgotten, branded as a failure, was screamed at to 
the verge of tears, and was mocked for my appearance and my ethnicity. 
But as difficult as that was for me to overcome, I also was acknowledged 
for my hard work, was praised for creativity, was lauded for possessing 
good source relationships, and was eventually seen as a mentor figure to 
younger staffers. Others have navigated similar dualities.

I wouldn’t wish all of the pain I suffered on anyone, despite the fact that 
those experiences shaped the journalist and person I am today. I would 
hope, though, that people in positions of power relish in celebrating their 
staffers’ good work. Even a small iteration of praise—as it did for me—can 
make a large difference in the grand scheme of things.

While the tears frequently flowed when I felt like my constant 
imposter syndrome would never see the end, there was also a distinct 
sense that I belonged to something more than a college newspaper by 
my last semester as editor.

I finally felt like I belonged when I was asked to write a few letters of 
recommendation this past fall for some of my younger staffers pursuing 
internships, including one for SJI. It was incredibly humbling to consider 
that anyone could possibly look up to me after all I’d been through.

It is my sincere hope that any person reading this can find that same 
value in any activity about which they are passionate. I certainly did.

So yeah, that’s why I wrote.

Christopher Lopez was a staff writer and deputy editor for the 
140th volume, a senior deputy editor and interim sports editor 

for the 141st volume, and sports editor for the 142nd volume. He 
majored in 20th century U.S. history, and his band, Patches, just 
released a new EP, Mary Todd, that is mandatory listening. For 

more hot takes on sports and music, follow him on 
Twitter @clopez1228.
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BY SOPHIE KOSSAKOWSKI

This past semester, I’ve done a lot of complaining to my friends. 
Most of it was about badly formatted job applications and the price of 
New York apartments, but still, a good chunk of it was about what I 
had dedicated the other three and a half years of my college career to: 
Spectator. Every time it came up, after I rattled off a long list of things I 
didn’t have to worry about anymore—keeping my phone on at all times 
in case there was breaking news, stumbling home from Riverside Church 
at 4 a.m., skipping dinners and birthday parties and honors assemblies 
for production nights—they would ask me the same question: What did 
you learn?

At first, it was easy to give them my standard answer: Spec taught me 
that I definitely do not want to go into journalism, like I originally thought 
at the beginning of college. It’s very much true, but each time I repeated 
it, I’d feel more and more guilty about the truths I was withholding. Spec 
taught me a hell of a lot about leadership and tenacity and perseverance, 
and as Hallmark movie as it sounds, I wouldn’t be the person I am today 
without those experiences.

During my first year, the Arts & Entertainment section dissolved in 

a dramatic fashion. I didn’t understand why at the 
time—and still don’t entirely—but would come to 
know this as de rigueur at Spectator. I was lost and 
lonely, and I’d poured the majority of my friend-
making efforts during my first semester into fellow 
Spec writers, so I held on desperately. Nearly all of 
them quit that spring. I still held on.

The next two years were a haze of confusion and 
arguing. If you’re vulnerable and lost like I was for 
most of my college experience, it’s easy to buy into 
the mindset that being part of Spec means giving up 
your academics, social life, and career development—
especially if you want to move into higher levels 
of management. By the fall of my junior year, I’d 
learned what I needed to do to make myself heard. 
It’s probably the most important thing I learned in 
college, period, and I wouldn’t have gotten that lesson 
if it weren’t for the difficult path I had to become 

Arts editor. There were a few things that kept me going through those 
sleepless nights: pettiness, love for the small community of writers that 
had built up out of the rubble of the section, and an unshakeable belief 
in the power of art.

Art is the thing that ties us together, that distinguishes humans 
from other species. That an organization with so much influence on 
this campus should be able to exist without an arts section made no 
sense to me, and it was a sentiment I also heard repeated from people 
outside of Spec. That’s why, long after I’d realized I didn’t want to be a 
journalist—much less an arts journalist—I stuck around and advanced 
to the level that I did. How could we ensure the “goal of helping our 
audience make the most out of their Columbia experience” outlined 
in our mission statement if we were ignoring a massive swath of talent 
on our campus? How could we say that we’re dedicated to accurately 
reflecting the student community while not covering some of the biggest 
clubs and groups in it?

So much of my tenure as editor of A&E was spent securing the future 
of the section. The little empire we had built out of writers and friends 
was still dangerously fragile; I knew that at any moment, it could collapse 
back into oblivion. It was still difficult. I think that many people within 
Spec forgot that we were an actual section and my heart broke again with 
every web page and masthead and program on which we were forgotten. 
But I knew that someday, in the future, there would be a payoff—I just 

had to wait for it.
That payoff came not while I was editor, but a few weeks ago, as I sat in 

the office in the last A&E pitch meeting I would ever attend. The section 
that had once been able to fit on a single couch in my sophomore year 
had now swelled to 22 people. I burst into tears when I realized it was the 
moment I had been waiting for—most of all because it hadn’t even been 
my work. I’d laid the foundation, and the editors, deputies, and writers 
who came after me were building something more beautiful from it than 
I could have ever imagined. 

This time of year has always been difficult for me at Spec. It’s 
bittersweet for everyone, I know, but it sticks in my throat that I never 
had any seniors to give awards to or anyone with whom I could reminisce 
about first-year naivete. I had mentors, of course, and I appreciate them, 
but I never had that beautiful, intimate shared history that I saw so many 
of my peers have. 

We were rewriting history, but it didn’t stop me from feeling like a 
metaphorical orphan.

What I got instead, though, were life lessons and some of the strongest 
friendships I’ve ever had. I’ve had the privilege of editing and training 
the most dedicated arts journalists I’ve known. It’s because of them that 
when somebody asks me if I would have changed anything about my 
college career, I don’t say that I would have diverted my path away from 
Spectator. The sleepless nights, the bad grades, the constant exhaustion—
in the end, it was all worth it for them.

Some people treat Spec like it’s the most important thing they’ll ever 
do in their lives—like they’re going to change the world at this place. I 
think that’s the best thing about Spectator: It’s so complicated and visible 
and all-consuming that almost anyone can get exactly what they need 
out of it. 

For me, my life got a lot better when I realized that in the end, it’s just a 
college newspaper. It’s the people that matter. I was lonely; what I needed 
was a community, and I got one stronger and more wonderful than I could 
have hoped for. That’s why the way I will choose to remember Spec is as 
a bunch of friends slumped on beanbags at 2 a.m., laughing about typos 
and bad puns—because that’s what I needed Spec to be for me.

Sophie Kossakowski was the Arts & Entertainment editor for the 
142nd managing board and deputy editor/section head for 141st. She 

majored in economics and English and, after graduating, will be working 
in book publishing, which is like journalism but with a regular 

sleep schedule.
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BY LAURA SALGADO

I really resisted joining Spec.
After being burnt out by my high school newspaper, I sought 

out entirely new extracurriculars here. I joined the Atheist and 
Agnostic Students Society for a hot sec. I played rugby for a hot 
sec. I performed with the flute choir for a hot sec. I even rushed 
a sorority for a hot sec (a hot sec I try hard to forget about). 
Basically, I tried everything to delay the inevitable.

But early my sophomore year, my NSOP day one, OG, ride-
or-die friend (and eventually my Spec work spouse) Octavio 
asked me to write an op-ed 
that proved to be a gateway 
drug to the seedy underbelly 
of campus journalism that is 
Spec. High off the likes and 
positive DMs I was getting 
after sharing my piece on 
Facebook, I asked Octavio how 
I could keep the good times 
going. They recommended I 
apply to be an opinion colum-
nist, which I did. Though writ-
ing kept me rolling in sweet, 
sweet serotonin for a time, I 
needed a bigger fix, which led 
me to join Spec and eventually 
become an opinion deputy. By 
junior spring I had become ex-
actly what I despised: a jour-
nalism junkie.

There was something ad-
dictive to me about Spec. I’ve 
always loved reading and writ-
ing, and Spec allowed me to 
practice these skills outside 
the classroom where I felt sti-
fled by the rules of academia. 
I got to hear people’s stories 
and help them spark mean-
ingful conversations about a 
wide range of topics, which 
got me to think about campus 
and world issues in new ways. 
They pushed me to be a more 
thoughtful writer, editor, and (I hope) person.

But eventually the high wore off. Once I started managing 
authors and editors I found myself prioritizing their needs often 
over my own. I frequently sacrificed sleep, exercise, and healthy 
eating to make sure pieces were published on time. Many of my 
staffers lovingly referred to me as “mom”—a title that still warms 
my heart even in my Spec retirement—because they knew they 
could always count on me. I wore this tireless dependability 
like a badge of honor, even as my mental and physical health 
declined. Adding in that many of the pieces I edited dealt in 
heavy themes like financial insecurity, mental health, and white 
supremacy, I struggled to figure out what meaningful self-care 
(read: not face masks) looked like for me.

Still, the fact that pieces I worked on were consistently among 
the most read, and my writers and editors felt so good about 
their work kept me from rethinking my work habits. It felt like 
I was doing my best work despite not taking care of myself, and 
since every other senior staffer was operating the same way, I 
kept on going, business as usual.

The thing is, Spec is just a microcosm of the unhealthy be-
haviors prevalent across campus. We sustain ourselves on Yerba 
Mate and Duke Ellington Deli. We skimp on sleep. We have 
Spotify, Slack, Google Docs, Trello, and 20 other tabs open at 
once, ensuring that no one thing gets our full attention. And 

why? Because we don’t know any other way. It’s how our peers 
operate now and how our predecessors probably operated for 
decades. I only fully grasped how unhealthy my Spec work 
habits were when I finished my tenure, just like I only fully 
grasped how unhealthy my Columbia habits were once I could 
see graduation. 

Perspective is funny like that.
It’s hard not to just do what everyone else is doing. Whatever 

differences we may have, we’re all insecure, and we all want to 
be successful. In any high-pressure environment, whether it’s 
Spec or Columbia writ large, whether we acknowledge it or not, 
we all compete, if not to be number one then at least not to be 
last. So when you see your friends trading eight hours of sleep 

in bed for 20-minute twitchy caffeine power naps in Butler; 
eating irregular meals of Adderall, JJ’s mozzarella sticks, and 
celery (because #balance); and hydrating exclusively with Diet 
Coke and Red Bull, it makes you think that’s what success at 
this school demands. If you get an A on that Contemporary 
Civilization essay you wrote in a caffeine chocolate fever dream 
the night before, then it’s obviously because of your unhealthy 
habits and not by some fluke, and if you don’t, then it’s because 
you didn’t work hard enough. Not because you haven’t had a 
solid meal or eight hours of sleep in a week.

I don’t know what self-care looks like at Spec or at Columbia, 
because I can’t say I’ve seen it 
practiced very well. I think we 
tend to conflate self-care with 
different unhealthy behav-
iors that are “fun” like binge 
drinking and doing drugs, 
and then we wonder why 
we’re exhausted and sad. It’s 
easy to succumb to that stuff, 
but real self-care isn’t sup-
posed to be easy. At its best, 
self-care is kind of boring and 
difficult and looks more like 
drinking plenty of water, ex-
ercising daily, eating regular, 
healthy meals, and—perhaps 
the one I neglected the most—
setting personal and profes-
sional boundaries (!!!!). It’s 
basically doing what you need 
to do to keep your body and 
mind operating at their best. 
Maybe instead of “self-care,” 
we should call it “being alive” 
so we’ll take it more seriously.

As I look back on the past 
four years, my one regret is 
that it took me this long to fig-
ure out I haven’t been looking 
after myself, which I thought 
made me successful in the 
short term but really all it did 
was burn me out in the long 
term. I want to believe that 

Spec/Columbia and self-care aren’t mutually exclusive, but I’ve 
seen people in power fumble the mental health issue countless 
times. Until they take our concerns seriously, we owe it to our 
community to take care of ourselves and each other. If Columbia 
and Spec taught me anything, it’s that you can’t wait until you 
reach the breaking point to prioritize yourself.

After all, I’m a mom. We tend to be right about these things.

Laura Salgado is a senior at Columbia College studying political 
science. She’s a former columnist, deputy editorial page editor, and 
opinion section mom. She’s really grateful for all the incredible 
people she worked with at Spec, but especially for her NSOP day 

one friend Octavio.

BY PARTH CHHABRA

Sometime in my first-year spring, at the dying end of an all-
nighter, my friend Maya Perry and I left Butler to get breakfast 
at Ferris. Sitting by the large windows, consumed by sleep 
and thinking about our as-yet-unfinished essays, we spotted, 
down below, an editor from The Eye walking home: She was 
coming from 112th, the site of the old Spec office, and was 
slowly making her way home 
toward Plimpton in the soft, 
new light.

At this point, Maya and 
I were new to The Eye and 
had yet to pull an all-nighter 
in the office. We were baby 
first-years at the magazine, 
associate editors who had 
only just been introduced to 
the Spec world of production 
nights and copy editing, 
CB reads, and the CMS. 
Still, some of the lore of 
production nights (which, 
for us, were Mondays, when 
The Eye published its weekly 
issue) had been passed down 
to us already: Production 
nights, we were told, were 
exhausting, stressful, and 
long. Every production night 
was a journey, filled with 
thousands of little battles 
to fight and hills to die on. 
Watching this editor walk 
back, I felt suddenly a fear and 
a premeditated exhaustion 
about the path I had signed 
up for. 

When I look back at my 
first and second year at The 
Eye now, and the many all-
nighters I did end up pulling, 
I remember mostly that feeling I had during breakfast at Ferris—
eyes desperate to close, forced to stay open. I remember the 
office at 4 a.m., dark and quiet and sad. I remember feeling tired, 
and behind, and not doing enough, even as I physically could 
not be doing more. (This is not to say that we didn’t also have a 
lot of fun: Friendships were forged in the fires of Westside runs, 
late-night playlists, and 3 a.m. rewrites.) 

But more than anything, I remember the moral obligation I 
felt to stay awake, to polish and publish an entire issue of the 
magazine on the same night. This was an obligation underpinned 
by my love for the magazine and its people, sure, but also fear. 
I was scared of the higher-ups at Spec outside The Eye—not of 
anyone in particular, but scared, vaguely, of the institution and 
its mechanics. To not publish a piece, to push it a week, was a 
failure, which meant we were failures, which meant The Eye 

as a whole was a failure. 
Spec seemed proud of this culture—it was packaged as one 

of resilience, of the hard grind, of work, work, work. Spec was 
supposed to be the hardest thing we do. Part of this hard work, 
members of the institution told first-years at open houses, was 
holding Columbia and its administration accountable—for, 
among other things, their propagation of stress culture. And 
yet, looking around me, I found that the people in my life—the 

family I’d made at The Eye—were drained primarily because 
of Spec and its expectations, structures, and sometimes shitty 
internal politics. 

***

There is no denying that the work is important. If you’re a 
chronic procrastinator like me, all work, Spec included, will 
require a quantum of late-night stress to actually get done. If 
you’re collaborating with a huge staff, committing to Spec will 
(and should) require you to carve time out, to work hard, to 
respect the energies and efforts of your incredible, passionate 
peers. At The Eye, we no longer publish our entire issue on one 
night (and look at that, the world didn’t end!) but pushing a 
piece often prolongs stress rather than cures it. All of which is 

to say: Good work can get hard.
But my two and a half years as a features’ editor of The Eye 

have taught me that the work is far from the most important 
thing. Instead, it is the people you do that work with, what you 
learn from them, and the love and affection you pour into them 
and their well-being. Every single staffer at The Eye has either 
taught me something, or made me laugh, or made me rethink 
an idea, or, in general, blown me away. The people around us 

are brilliant. 
But they (we!) cannot be 

brilliant if they are not also 
loved, rested, fed, nurtured,  
and happy. We can’t offer 
this for everybody—for some 
staffers, Spec and The Eye are 
just portfolio building, and 
that’s fine. But The Eye, and 
any community that demands 
this much of a student’s time, 
should be a community of 
care. A place where we make 
a genuine effort to see and 
know each other; where we 
are friends first; where health 
is always given priority over 
work; where feedback is asked 
for and seriously taken; where 
we give each other our respect 
and, when appropriate, our 
time; where help is always 
available, to those who ask 
for it. I have no measure for 
how successful I have been at 
making The Eye this space; I 
can count many times I have 
failed. But I think this remains 
a useful ideal for us to strive 
toward.

The Eye is a big section, 
but we begin every meeting in 
our fairy-lit room with an ice-
breaker that takes up (no joke) 

about 40 minutes of the hour—the prompts range from, “If you 
were a bagel, what kind of bagel would you be and why?” to “Tell 
me the story of your name,” to sometimes, simply, “What are you 
looking forward to this weekend?” I have been told, by many 
staffers many times, that they hate the icebreakers. But to me, 
the icebreakers—which demand from us our wits, truths, and 
(sometimes) vulnerabilities—are exactly what makes The Eye 
my home on campus. A place where we make an active effort 
to see, to speak, to hear, to love, to care.

Parth Chhabra majored in English and worked at The Eye for 
all of his eight semesters—he was a deputy features’ editor for five 
of them.  In the rest of his time, he picked up a concentration in 
computer science, fell in love with the Betsy, and procrastinated 

in every chair at Butler.
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BY CHARLOTTE PU

Back in my first year, when I was an associate editor for the 
opinion section, we ran an op-ed series (the Scope) on Columbia 
alumni, and I wrote to several professors who attended Columbia as 
undergraduates. Understandably, some of them never got back to me. 
Months later, after the Scope had already run, I received a reply from 
one professor, who said that he felt obliged to explain why he was 
unable to write the piece. When he was an undergraduate here, he 
wrote, he was an international student speaking little English. He was 
too shy and too nervous, unable to make sense of the environment 
around him, and back then he did not know Columbia. He did not 
get out of his shell to meet more people, and thus he did not find a 
community here as a young undergrad. He felt that this experience 
could not possibly be representative.

This piece of memory came to me when I got the email about 
writing a senior column. Much of my time at Columbia has been 
spent on navigating emotions—mostly my own but also of those 
around me. I thought I cared alarmingly little about what happens 
beyond my immediate surroundings. But when I sat down to write, 
my feelings overpowered me. I had too much fear, too many causes 
of anxiety. 

And thus, to give this piece some concrete content, I should 
probably talk about the time when I was still young and editing 
and recruiting op-eds, about the first-year production nights during 
which I struggled to not pass out on the couch while waiting for 
the piece to run through copy, about all the 3 a.m. drudgery in that 
office next to Pinkberry that is no longer. But I was never a good 
editor, as I had too many doubts. I always wondered if my suggestion 
was truly better than the original idea of the writer. I never had the 
determination to decide that one piece absolutely should not run—
no matter how abysmal its quality had proven to be. I never had the 
heart to believe that my pitch deserved more space than that of my 
colleague.

A transitional point in my Spec career—and in my personal life—
was the night of the 2016 presidential election. The Spec office 
hosted a watch party. When the night started, the atmosphere 
was triumphant. We all thought we were pregaming for late-night 
celebrations. However, as the reports from each state started to come 
in, cheers faded, and drunken exhilaration turned into desolation. My 
fears magnified. That was the night when I learned that there indeed 
exists a point of no turning back. Some mistakes cannot be reversed; 
they can only be rectified through confrontations. Terrible things 
happen in politics when people are oblivious of one another’s plights.

I made the decision to apply to be a columnist when the election 
of the current president helped me see that understanding different 
perspectives had never been so important, and no point of view 
should be dismissed as trivial—including my own. I wrote partly to 
share my insecurities and all the times when I thought my opinions 
did not deserve a space on this campus. The worst part about being 
trapped in your own fears is that you genuinely believe that such 
fears do not matter to others and that it is only your fault if you are 
unable to overcome them.

The most valuable lesson I learned while working for opinion was 

that we are never alone in our struggles. In the op-eds and columns 
written by complete strangers, we realize that other people on this 
campus also live under solitude and fear of inadequacy, experience 
incidents of racism, or are skeptical about the real value of a Columbia 
education. 

Perhaps in an age when your Instagram feed is already 
oversaturated with the flux of selfies captioned with private 
narratives and sentiments, it is hard to see that we still do not have 
enough personal narratives. But the fragmentary nature of self-
representation on social media is the reason why maintaining a 
platform for expression matters now more than ever. This platform 
needs to be accessible and objective, and to serve as an open discursive 
realm to all who wish to speak. I have had to defend Spec’s opinion 
section in many conversations, and in the end it always comes down 

to this: The school needs a newspaper, and someone has to do the job.
That email from that professor still lies in my now-defunct Spec 

inbox, and I wish I had a way to tell him that his admission of the 
seemingly unrepresentative undergraduate experience has in fact 
articulated a common sentiment among Columbia students. My 

hope is that the existence of the opinion section has made some 
students less wary of themselves and cultivated a space for people 
to comfortably discuss their own thoughts. And upon graduation, 
one less person will say, “I was too nervous to have a good time.” 

Charlotte Pu is a Columbia College senior studying East Asian 
languages and cultures. She was an associate editorial page editor 

for the 139th and 140th volume and a columnist for 
the 141st volume.

BY CATHERINE HOANG

I spent my time at Spec learning and dealing with the 
multitudes of a single truth: The story is always more complicated 
than it seems.

Most of us know this on a superficial level; it’d be a hell of a 
feat to get to the ages of 18, 20, 22 without it (and by that, I mean, 
you’d have to be pretty clueless). Sometimes, understanding 
this means giving people the benefit of the doubt; other times, 
it means challenging your own preconceived notions.

For three years, Spec held my feet to the fire of this truth and 
made it an utmost responsibility, whether I recognized it at the 
time or not. For that, I am so grateful.

It made my job in part frustrating and completely, over-
whelmingly worthwhile. As the op-ed editor, I got to work with 
authors who laid bare their most personal experiences; relished 
with them in their greatest victories; challenged them on their 
unstated premises; grieved with them during their darkest mo-
ments. I worked with students and fellow classmates, faculty and 
alumni, and among them mothers, veterans, hopeless romantics, 
levelheaded cynics, artists, performers, organizers, Democrats 
and Republicans (and a few Libertarians), people who love the 
Core, people who hate the Core, and people who really didn’t 
care about the Core (looking at my fellow Barnard students!). 
Not to be forgotten were those who eschewed labels and didn’t 
think they had much to say until I pestered them into writing 
an op-ed.

As an extreme extrovert, and someone who is naturally 

curious (read: nosy), I valued each of these interactions, 
every single editing process, no matter how combative the 
conversation or esoteric the topic. Because the story was always 
more complicated than it seemed.

Countless were the times that the recruiting and editing 
process became so much more; whether an author wanted to 
brainstorm an idea with us or flesh out something else that they 
had long been sitting on. We would propose a few angles for a 
piece, and they would give us something completely different—
something I had never considered before. They never failed to 
surprise me, usually for the better.

As a result, we published op-eds, day after day, rain or shine, 
controversy or not, and in doing so encouraged the Columbia 
community to think a little more deeply, converse a little more 
openly, and get a little more acquainted with the sheer fullness 
of the experiences around us.

(Admittedly, sometimes we did none of that. Sometimes 
we just started shit, accidentally started shit, or facilitated 
questionable discourse about ugly statues. That was necessarily 
part of the learning experience, too.)

And this all happened because of the people who made the 
Columbia Daily Spectator everything that it was, especially the 
loud, boisterous, universally beloved (so I like to think) Opinion 
team. Those who are close to me know that nothing pisses me off 
more than people who don’t care—about something, anything, 
whether it be journalism or athletics or music or politics, or 
people most of all. But I still have difficulty acknowledging how 
much Spec is just full of people who do care, who really do, in 
all of their respective sections and responsibilities.

At Spec, everything matters, in the best way possible—I 
frequently miss being in such an environment where everything 

mattered so much. It mattered that every fact was checked; that 
every opinion was clearly structured and substantiated. It meant 
something that I regularly check in with my associates to see 
how they were doing; that we cultivated a diversity of voices 
in our Opinion pages. It was important for us to form real and 
meaningful friendships in the office. Even the music we chose 
to blast in the office at 11 p.m. mattered.

And while I came into Spec hoping to learn a thing or two 
about campus journalism and the Columbia community, and 
maybe make a few friends, the story—of course—became much 
more complicated than that. It was easy to forget why we 
were here at times, especially in the late hours at the office, 
particularly after some of the disputes we got into (some of 
which were my fault). Sometimes we took ourselves too 
seriously, or grew less willing to give each other the benefit of 
the doubt, which often got in the way of doing our actual jobs. 
But at the end of the day, I left Spec with few regrets and many 
incredible, formative memories.

So to those reading this now, who hopefully still have some 
time on Spec ahead of them: Your work matters. Let it matter. 
Compassion goes a long way. So do open-mindedness (because 
you have no other choice) and curiosity (read: nosiness). Hone 
your senses for the three and balance them carefully, but be 
sure to wield them, especially on the job—for your fellow staff-
ers and authors, no matter how tired or busy you are. It’ll be 
worth it, I promise.

Catherine Hoang is a Barnard College senior majoring in 
human rights and political science. She was an associate editorial 
page editor for the 139th volume, and deputy editorial page editor 

for the 140th and 141st volumes.
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Letting it matter
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Fear is a palpable thing
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A crash course
BY ELZA BOUHASSIRA

When it’s you, a camera, and the subject of a portrait, it can be 
a surprisingly vulnerable situation for all parties. At Spec I was 
repeatedly put into new and, at first, uncomfortable situations—the 
student I am taking a photo of is nervous about being on camera, I’m 
nervous about getting the right shot, and we’re in it together for a little 
while. But only a few months into my time at Spec, I was working 
on a photo essay with a group of Spec photographers on the 2018 
NYC Women’s March climbing on the walls lining Central Park to 
get a higher vantage point over the crowd, confidently moving around 
auditoriums during performances, and pitching ideas for my own 
photo essay.

Spec was a crash course in what it’s like to be a Columbia student; 
as a Sciences Po Dual B.A. student, I only had two years here. I joined 
Spec as a staff photographer my first semester and it instantly provided 
me with a network of students who knew how things worked, and with 
opportunities to attend events. I made friends in the Photo section 
who were in different class years and different schools, who I would 
never have crossed paths with otherwise.

Joining Spec was like jumping into the deep end of campus culture. 
I covered Homecoming in the fall of 2017 and was right on the sidelines 
as the spectators poured out of the bleachers and onto the field when 
the team won in overtime. I went to dance performances in Miller 
Theatre where dancers elegantly twirled and leapt across the stage 
and in Roone Arledge Auditorium where students performed routines 
they had choreographed themselves. I got to see theater and musical 
groups’ dress rehearsals in the days leading up to their performances 
and got a glimpse into the late nights they spend perfecting the staging, 

costumes, and delivery of lines before opening night. I saw stand-up 
comedy performed in Postcrypt; attended a men’s soccer game in the 
pouring rain; went to Student Government Association, Columbia 
College Student Council, and General Studies Student Council 
meetings; and had the chance to photograph the first vice president 
of the European Commission when he spoke at the World Leader’s 
Forum.

“Weekly obsession anyone?” More often than not, that was the 
first question at our weekly photo meetings. One of my favorite parts 
of being a staff photographer was attending those meetings. I’ll miss 
sitting in a circle on the floor in room 420 under the multicolored 
string lights draped back and forth across the ceiling as we go through 
our weekly obsessions, what our favorite kind of ice is (crushed), or 
what our favorite plant is (willow trees). A highlight of our meetings 
was always seeing the work done by other staffers during the weekly 
review; I was endlessly impressed by the ways the members of the 
photo section were able to approach a seemingly routine op and walk 
away with a beautifully rendered image that pulled the viewer into an 
article. Their creativity inspired me to be bolder in how I photograph.

Joining Spec introduced me to passionate and creative people, 
brought me to so many different parts of student life, and pushed me 
out of my comfort zone. I never thought I’d be standing on a recycling 
bin on the fifth floor of Lerner Hall during Glass House Rocks to get 
the perfect shot of dancers spinning on the ramps over the heads of the 
crowd. (Unfortunately, it wasn’t even that great of a shot, see below.) 
My Columbia experience would not have been the same without Spec. 

Elza Bouhassira is a senior in the Sciences Po Dual B.A. Program 
studying sustainable development.

I never meant to fall in love with Spec

BY SARAH FORNSHELL

My first vivid memory of the Columbia Daily Spectator is sit-
ting on a dingy red couch, whose journey through life I never 
want to know the details of, with my best friend Hannah. We sat 
there while the current editorial page editor and op-ed deputy 
went off on a rant about how much they hated Columbia and how 
much Spec was taking over their lives to the detriment of their 
friendships, relationships, and at times, sanity. And I remember 
thinking: “Everyone hates it here. What have I done?”

Fast forward to four years later. I have been through a number 
of different roles at Spectator. I have been an opinion associate, 
who was completely incompetent at recruiting op-eds and to this 
day has only ever recruited one. I have been columns deputy, a 
job that came with a lot of laughter and some tears, but the job I 
loved most in college. And I have been a columnist, after which 
I can only apologize to my former columnists for being so hard 
on them—except not really, because it was good for me, so it was 
probably good for them too. Maybe they’ll see that in another 10 
years and forgive me. 

And what amazes me every time I look back is the fact that all 
the way through this process, every Turkeyshoots, I would tell 
myself that this was it. That I wasn’t going to take on any more 
responsibility. That I was going to stay an associate editor forever. 
By which I meant deputy. By which I meant that when I quit Spec 
to take an internship downtown, I was done with Spec. By which 
I meant that I would just be a columnist, but not do a senior col-
umn, because that would be self-indulgent. And, well, here we are. 

I never expected to love Spectator as much as I did. Despite my 
best attempts to keep this place at an arm’s length, somehow walk-
ing in to that office on 111th and Broadway—and later, begrudg-
ingly, 120th and Claremont—always felt like walking home. And 
yes, there were definitely times when I wanted to walk straight 
out of Spectator’s office and never come back. But even that one 
time that I did storm out and had to take a walk around the block 
to cool off, I couldn’t help it. I came back. 

Second semester of senior year has been scary for a lot of rea-
sons, but one of the biggest for me is that I haven’t been involved 
at all with Spectator for the first time in four years. I’m not writ-
ing, I’m not editing, and I have not once stepped foot in the office. 
And that’s not because I can’t; it’s because my associates have 
become deputies and EPEs, and it is time for me to step back 
and say goodbye.

I have learned a lot of things at Spectator: How to manage 
people, how to have my best friend as my boss, how to keep to a 
work schedule even more compulsive than the one I create for 
myself, how to fight for my authors and my pieces, when to admit 
defeat and defer to higher authority (who okay, fine, was right in 

the first place), and what the many, many meanings of the party 
parrot are. And all of those skills have been incredibly valuable 
in the workplace. 

But I won’t remember Spec for those things. I will remember 
Spec for the late nights in the office running production, for the 
3 a.m. phone calls from columnists about our style guide requir-
ing them to use the Oxford comma, for the pre-columns meet-
ing get-togethers, for the columnist meetings that ran an hour 
over because of passionate #discourse, for the Spec Dinners and 
CDSAADs—in short, for the people who made me love this in-
stitution that became my home. It’s cool to walk around saying 
“Fuck Spec.” I know that. I do that, because, well, see previous 
comment about 3 a.m. phone calls. There was a time when I would 
look at Spec and say: “There’s no way I will let this organization 

take over my life.” I didn’t think I could ever dedicate myself that 
wholeheartedly to anything other than my school work, and later 
my real world adult job. 

And I will forever be thankful to the people who pushed me, 
kept me coming back, for proving me wrong.

Sarah Fornshell is a senior at Columbia College majoring in 
English. She did not expect to get this sentimental while writing 
her column and is definitely not tearing up as she reminisces about 
her time at Spec. She would also like to remind everyone to read 
the bylines of columnists, because bylines are fun and should be 
given more attention. She is a former deputy editorial page editor 
for columns, author of I Do Indeed Give A F*** About The Oxford 

Comma, and a member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority. 

COURTESY OF SARAH FORNSHELL

BY ALEXANDER MCNAB

In the summer before I started at Columbia, people kept telling me 
about how I would find myself in college. When I arrived at Spectator, 
however, I instead found that myself wasn’t there. I was the only Black 
person in my section, and I was one of the only people at that time who 
had dedicated themselves to writing about the Harlem community 
around Columbia, a place which reminded me so much of my own 
neighborhood in Los Angeles.

Later on, I found out that there had once been more people like me 
at Spectator, an entire section in fact, but my beginnings at Spec were 
underscored by the sound of city news’ dying note as the section was 
phased out of existence. Spectator had decided that reporting on people 
like me living in communities like mine was no longer a priority. My 
story, the stories of Black people living in a Black neighborhood, was 
seen, in the opinion of some Spectator staff, as unprofitable. Spectator 
concluded that people would rather read about University professors 
or the undergraduate romantic relationship policy than read about us.

Because I could not find myself in Spectator, I decided to introduce 
myself to it instead. However, the more I researched and wrote stories 
critical of the Columbia-Harlem relationship, the more I came to 
realize that there are not just nominal similarities between Columbia 
University and Spectator. In my articles, I would call out Columbia for 
behavior that I felt exhibited a violent and unethical disregard for the 
non-CUID communities around us, and in time, I found that Spectator 
was doing almost the exact same thing. 

Columbia had displaced local residents from Morningside Heights 
and Manhattanville to make room for student dorms and a new campus 
complex. Spectator had displaced city news to make more room for 
campus news. Columbia creates a bubble on its campus, and Spectator 
participates in its blowing by ignoring everything outside of the campus’ 
gates.

The Columbia Daily Spectator advertises itself as “The Daily 

Newspaper of Morningside Heights & Columbia University” while 
the University calls itself Columbia University in the City of New York, 
but the reality that I have found during my time at both places is that, in 
spite of their long names, each only cares about Columbia. I, however, 
am connected to both Columbia and the local community. Although I 
may live off of 114th and Broadway, one will find me at the intersection 
of campus news and city news. 

Being in a Spectator that reached out only to Columbia, I felt that, if 
I could find anything of myself in Spectator, it was only a small fraction 
of who I was. As I continued to write for this publication, I began to 
feel that, in the same way that it seemed that my value to the University 
administration was as another number in Columbia’s diversity statistics, 
I too was tokenized at Spectator. I was the Black kid from the Black 
neighborhood in Los Angeles writing about the Black kids at Columbia 
and our Black neighbors here in Harlem.

As I worked to introduce myself to Spectator and to reintroduce the 
city into our coverage, new people joined staff, and I like to think that 
some of them have found a part of themselves in me and my writing. 
Although city news remains confined in its dusty grave in the archives 
and annals of Spectator’s long history, The Eye, my section, has, since I 
joined, formed a new Community-Zone, dedicated to writing long-form 
stories about the Columbia experiences of those who don’t have CUIDs. 

It eases my soul to see that, now when more people like myself come 
to Spectator, the Community-Zone is, at least one place, where they 
may find some of who they are and some of where they come from, 
wherever that may be.

It troubles me though to know that, even in this oasis of writers 
interested in things other than our campus, Spectator continues to 
uphold the anti-community connotations it carries in the Columbia 
part of its name. Controls on community coverage with standards 
that imply that Community-Zone stories may only take place within 
Manhattan Community District 9, as if Columbia’s relationship to 
Harlem begins and ends at the eastern boundary of Morningside 

Park, or the requirement that all community stories must relate back 
to Columbia show that, at the end of all this, at the end of my time as 
staff writer and associate features editor, at the end of two leads, 10 
features, and two personal essays, Spectator has heard me.

It has seen me. It has met me, but it does not know me, and it doesn’t 
seem to be interested in becoming better acquainted.

Alexander McNab is a senior at Columbia College majoring in 
anthropology and concentrating in Hispanic studies. He was an 

associate features editor for The Eye for the 140th volume, staff writer 
for the 139.5th and 141st volumes, and adjunct staff writer for the 

143.5th volume.

They don’t really care about us

MARGARET MAGUIRE / SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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BY SARA BELL
Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

Aaron Smithson, CC ’19, is 
heading to Columbus—but 
not the avenue. Columbus, 
Indiana, is a 47,000-person 
town that sits halfway between 
Indianapolis and Louisville, 
which might seem like an odd 
vacation destination. But for 
Smithson, who was raised on 
the Upper West Side, it’s ac-
tually a pretty natural choice. 

In Columbus, there’s “a 
weirdly high concentration” 

of notable architecture proj-
ects, as Smithson puts it, and 
he’s headed out there on a road 
trip with a friend to see them 
for himself, before driving 
back through Kentucky and 
West Virginia. Smithson, who 
has thin-frame glasses and a 
wide smile, is an avid observer, 
whether of the city or of archi-
tectural glory or of Kentucky: 
“I love beautiful things,” he 
says.

When he says that, he’s ac-
tually talking about his im-
pending decision this fall: 

whether to apply for graduate 
school in architecture or in ur-
ban planning, or both. But he 
may as well be talking about 
any given part of his college 
career: about the communi-
ty he’s found in COÖP or the 
Asian American Alliance or on 
John Jay 6, about his favorite 
classes, about his work with 
Design For America, about his 
upcoming road trip. A double 
major in urban studies and ar-
chitectural history and theo-
ry, he’s touched many spaces 
at Columbia, both inside the 

classroom and out. 
The grad school decision is 

proving to be a difficult one. 
Architecture comes naturally 
to him and since he was four 
years old, he has been drawing 
buildings, both from memory 
and from scratch. “My mom al-
ways tells this story,” he says. 
“My preschool teacher telling 
her, like, ‘We need to get Aaron 
to draw something other than 
buildings.’ And here I am, still 
not doing that.” Smithson re-
ceived both the thesis prize 
and departmental honors this 

year in the art history depart-
ment, which the architectural 
history and theory major is 
housed under. 

On the other hand, howev-
er, there are opportunities to 
effect change that come with 
a career in urban planning. 
Activism, in both built and so-
cial spaces, has been one of the 
most revelatory experiences of 
college for Smithson. In AAA 
in particular, he’s encountered 
a lot of conversations and is-
sues that he hadn’t previously 
considered. “That’s part of the 

reason why I’m starting to tilt 
away, for the first time in my 
life, from architecture, because 
I don’t see as many opportuni-
ties to engage,” he says. “Urban 
policy has a lot to do with jus-
tice issues, and I think there’s 
a lot for planners to fix.” 

He’s tried to do some of 
that replanning already at 
Columbia, through Design 
For America, which he’s been 
part of since his first year. 
For the past couple of years, 
he’s focused on on-campus 
spaces: This year’s changes in 
residence hall lounge booking 
systems, for instance, have 
come as a result of surveying 
students and conversation 
with the administration. He’s 
currently examining the po-
tential uses for Ancel Plaza—
the space over Amsterdam 
Avenue—as well as on install-
ing more moveable furniture 
on campus. 

After the road trip, Smithson 
plans to find work related to 
his degree and complete his 
grad school application. He’s 
both naturally academic and 
not too self-serious. Case in 
point: “I have certain profes-
sors that are encouraging me 
to go for a Ph.D. because they 
see me as like someone who 
would be fit for academia. I 
don’t know if that’s an insult or 
a compliment.” (Later, he tells 
me as an aside, “I was really 
into development economics 
for a long time.”)

Whatever he does, Smithson 
says, it’ll continue to be spa-
tial. “I’ve been, I guess, clini-
cally obsessed with the built 
environment for a while.”

sara.bell
@columbiaspectator.com

BY JULIAN SHEN-BERRO
Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

“I’m a visual arts major, and I 
never did arts before I came here 
three years ago.”

This is the first thing that 
Elizabeth Ulanova, GS ’19, tells me 
as we sit down to talk at a small ta-
ble on the first floor of Dodge Hall 
(the arts building, not the gym, as 
Ulanova is quick to clarify over 
email). 

“And I’m going to go to grad 
school for a masters in sociology,” 
she continues. “But I never took 
a sociology class in my life, ever.” 
In just a few short months, she 
plans to move to London to study 
at Cambridge University. 

But listening to Ulanova speak 
now, it’s hard to imagine anything 
she hasn’t done. A high school 
graduate by the age of 16, she be-
came an international business 
liaison in China by 17. By 20, she 
had founded her own tech startup. 
She has studied overseas, worked 
at newspapers and in corporate 
education, served as a company’s 
first entrepreneur in residence, 
and all this she did before setting 
foot on Columbia’s campus. 

At the start of her junior year 
of high school, Ulanova, who 
was born and raised in Southern 
California, struggled deeply with 
her mental health. “I was so de-
pressed and really not seeing a 
proper future for myself,” she tells 
me. “I felt like my entire life—I al-
ready knew what was going to 
happen before it even started.”

She outlines the road she saw 
ahead of herself—graduating high 
school, enrolling in a college in 
California, climbing up the corpo-
rate ladder. By the end of her win-
ter break, she decided she wanted 

to look out of the state, out of the 
country, out into the world for 
something to do.

So at 16, armed with a high 
school diploma and roughly sev-
en years of experience working 
with her dad, she moved to central 
China to work as an international 
business liaison for a company 
making organic beverages. From 
there, Ulanova found herself mov-
ing wherever opportunities took 
her: jumping from company to 
company, from job to job, often 
embarking into entirely new fields. 

“I just fell in love—it was almost 
like America in the 1920s,” she says 
of China at the time. “Everybody 
was starting something.” 

And, eventually, this is what 
brought her back to the United 
States, the idea of starting some-
thing—a start-up of her own. It 
was in Boston, while working on 
her tech start-up called PenPairs, 
a service which matched medical 
patients with virtual penpals, that 
Ulanova realized there was more 
to tech projects than just the tech. 
Around the same time, she was 
told, again and again, she should 
move to New York, and so she 
came to Columbia and the School 
of General Studies.

But for Ulanova, who sought to 
study the intersection of art, cul-
ture, and technology, no depart-
ment quite seemed to fit.

“Everything I’ve done or want-
ed to do was always very interdis-
ciplinary,” she says. “And I got 
rejected by department after de-
partment after department.”

While Ulanova has since found 
her home in the visual arts depart-
ment, the journey wasn’t easy. She 
remembers, after a particularly 
difficult critique, going to a bath-
room stall to cry, feeling like she 

had no idea what she was doing. 
She faced rejection, even from the 
beginning. 

“My first class ever—it was fic-
tion filmmaking, a laboratory—I 
was told never to do film again,” 
she says, laughing. “And I didn’t 
touch a camera for another six 
months after that, just trying to 
figure out how to combine these 
interests in a medium that tried to 
make sense.” 

As just one example, for her 
thesis project, Ulanova created 
a series of short films centered 
around a fictionalized technolo-
gy—glasses that record one’s mem-
ories, telepathic brain connections, 
pills which inhibit emotions—with 
each film portraying and speaking 

to something real. Each of these 
films, she tells me, were inspired 
by her own personal tragedies.

“Personal tragedies happen 
all the time, and every semester 
something bad is going to hap-
pen, whether that’s medical per-
sonal, whatever—and that was 
definitely the case for me, but as 
so everyone,” she says later in the 
interview. “But every single time 
that did happen, I always asked 
myself, ‘Is there some way where I 
could put all of those emotions into 
a product?’ And the biggest way 
that I found some comfort and sol-
ace was through my department.” 

Outside of the classroom, 
Ulanova embodies the interdis-
ciplinary flare she brings to her 

studies. In her time at Columbia, 
she has served on the first gen-
eration advisory board, as a New 
Student Orientation Program 
leader, as the national president 
of Ivy Council, and, currently, as 
co-head of the U.S. expansion of 
Project Access, a global nonprofit.

But for all her accolades, 
Ulanova, who today is still in the 
midst of her 20s and who will 
graduate magna cum laude, leaves 
Columbia exceedingly humble. As 
we talk, she qualifies everything 
that she has accomplished. To 
hear her tell it, these things hap-
pened “randomly,” or because she 
followed a friend, or because she 
met the right person at the right 
time. To even be nominated for a 

Spectator senior profile, Ulanova 
tells me over email before we 
meet, “is quite unexpected.” 

As we walk along Broadway 
after our interview, she tells me 
about her plans to go axe throw-
ing in Brooklyn later that night. 
She’s never been before, but she 
thinks it will be a good way to re-
lieve stress in the aftermath of fi-
nals, just before the true craziness 
of graduation hits. In this brief pe-
riod between, in the space just be-
fore she sets off on yet another for-
eign adventure, Ulanova still finds 
the time to try something new and 
exciting and exceptionally unique.

julian.shen-berro
@columbiaspectator.com

Aaron Smithson, CC 

ALIYA SCHNEIDER / SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Elizabeth Ulanova, GS 

MADISON MARLOW / ELIZABETH ULANOVA
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BY MARY MARSH
Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

In her time working at the 
Visitor’s Center, Alex Parkhurst, 
CC ’19, has rubbed shoulders with 
director Steven Spielberg, White 
Chicks actor Marlon Wayans, 
and Michigan governor Gretchen 
Whitmer. “You don’t know who’s 
gonna come through that door,” 
she tells me. 

But when she describes her 
most memorable tours, the ones 
that come to mind are not only 
those tours with celebrities or 
politicians. She tells me about 
a tour with a prospective astro-
physics student who she took out 
of the way to see the Pupin tele-

scope and tours with differently 
abled students whose experience 
of Columbia’s campus opened her 
eyes to its inaccessibility.

She loves giving tours, because 
she gets to know people, to hear 
their stories, and see the world 
their way. Parkhurst seeks out this 
diversity of experience in other 
aspects of her life as well. In her 
time at Columbia, Parkhurst has 
gotten involved in student groups 
that she says “reach across mul-
tiple social circles,” including the 
Columbia Marching Band and 
the Columbia Women’s Business 

Society, wherein she has just fin-
ished her tenure as president.

From her own experiences as 
an FGLI student, which is “not 
an obvious identity,” Parkhurst 
knows how important it is to look 
beyond the surface. She describes 
her first year as a “hard transition.” 
She wasn’t sure how to behave in 
the college space or who to turn to 
for advice. After writing and sub-
mitting her first Lit Hum paper, 
her professor sat down with her 
and told her she didn’t belong at 
Columbia. 

As a sophomore interested in 
finance, she remembers going to 
campus events with dozens of 
people and feeling completely 
overwhelmed. She didn’t feel like 

she was learning much from these 
events, and even CWBS felt “trans-
actional” when she first joined. 
She and her board have instituted 
a number of initiatives to make the 
organization into a community, to 
make a place where all students 
are comfortable going for help.

Even networking, which many 
people “scoff” at, is an opportu-
nity to build relationships, and 
Parkhurst tells me that seeing it 
this way “totally changes your out-
look on life.”

Parkhurst herself hosts weekly 
workshops for students looking for 

assistance. “I’ve reviewed so many 
people’s resumes on this campus.” 
She first tries to learn as much as 
she can about the person and their 
background. “It’s very important to 
know the full story or as much as 
you can of it before actually trying 
to help them.” 

Thanks to the relationships 
she’s built, Parkhurst has had 
an overall positive experience at 
Columbia. As a tour guide, peo-
ple often ask her whether she’s 
been happy here. She’s honest 
with them: While there are some 
things the school could do better, 
she’s seen a lot of progress in her 
time here. Among other efforts, 
she says the FGLI community is 
much stronger now. “It’s just nice 

to know that we’re not alone,” she 
tells me. 

She credits the progress she’s 
seen to what she calls “the student 
voice,” to students who are inter-
ested in their community and want 
to make it better for those around 
them. Parkhurst herself has been 
able to find her voice while at 
Columbia, and she hopes that the 
programs she’s established in her 
four years will help others do the 
same.

mary.marsh
@columbiaspectator.com

BY CANDY CHAN
Spectator Senior Staff Writer 

This summer, Alani Sumako 
Fujii will be growing her own food 
at home in Maryland. Her deci-
sion, she explains, stems from a 
belief in “self-sustenance,” a key 
trait she’ll need before she starts 
working for the Peace Corps. In 
just a few months’ time, Fujii will 
be in the Kingdom of Tonga, in the 
South Pacific, teaching English.

Fujii—an urban studies major 
with a concentration in political 
science and a minor in women, 
gender and sexuality studies—has 
always been interested in public 
service.

“I don’t know where it came 
from, but I always knew as a kid 
that a life without trying to help 
other people or a life without try-
ing to use whatever privileges I’ve 
had to uplift someone else, that’s 
not a life worth living to me,” Fujii 
says. 

Youth development and em-
powerment, in particular, is an 
area where Fujii wants to make 
her mark. Fujii tells me of the after-
school program for low-income 
students that aided her applica-
tion to college; she hopes that one 
day, her work can help someone 
“also have the chance to dream of 
something bigger or question the 
world around them.”

Later in the interview, Fujii 
again meditates on her desire to 
do good. She’s pondering, and the 
silence takes up more minutes 
than anticipated. “It’s intuition, I 
don’t know, maybe it’s a past life,” 
she laughs. 

It’s rather fitting, however, that 
before Fujii commits two years to 
serving in the Peace Corps and 
many more working in public ser-
vice, she will be taking the summer 
for herself.

Among the most important les-
sons Fujii has learned at college is 
the need to prioritize her happi-
ness and her health. While this 
seemingly contradicts her plans 
to work in the service of others—
to “change people’s relationships 
with politics or even be in a posi-
tion to make someone’s life easi-
er”—Fujii knows that it’s necessary 
to take care of oneself before tak-
ing care of others. 

For the past few years, Fujii 
was all these things at once: a 
participant of Blasian Narratives, 
an off-campus media project; a 

volunteer to teach students in 
Washington Heights; and a Muay 
Thai fighter. On a regular day, she 
traversed up and down the city to 
meet all her various appointments, 
before coming back to campus 
at 9:30 p.m. and starting on her 
schoolwork. 

It’s exactly her many commit-
ments off campus that she deems 
as self-care; to Fujii, the Barnard/
Columbia culture of competition 
is stifling. And though the city of-
ten plays a role in heightening the 
sense of loneliness on campus—
“people don’t have to invest in 

each other here,” she says—it has 
also been Fujii’s remedy for some 
peace of mind. 

Muay Thai, a sport Fujii picked 
up in the eighth grade, gives her 
the time and space to focus on her-
self. She says, “I think it’s been the 
best teacher of mental and physi-
cal wellness I’ve ever had in my 
life.” Her gym at Columbus Circle 
brings together folks from all over, 
and Fujii appreciates the chance to 
befriend people from vastly differ-
ent walks of life.

On campus, too, Fujii has 
found her loving and dynamic 

community. She excitedly points 
at the logo on her shirt—“Taiko!” 
Fujii tells me that while she’s 
never felt comfortable in affin-
ity groups—she’s black, Asian, 
and sometimes feel like she isn’t 
enough of one or the other—Taiko 
has provided her a space to come 
into her identity. 

Fujii often circles back to the 
people: It’s the students in Taiko, 
the people at the Muay Thai gym, 
her professors and friends that 
have defined her time at college 
more so than the institution itself.  

“I just wanted to make sure 

I didn’t finish college thinking, 
‘Wow, that was so hard and I had 
a miserable time’. I wanted to fin-
ish college thinking, ‘Wow, that 
was really hard but I made good 
friends and I felt like I had a place 
here’ and I’m ending like that, so I 
made my goal and I couldn’t have 
asked for anything else,” she says.

After Fujii walks across the 
stage to receive her diploma, her 
immediate plan is to head to Panda 
Express with her friends—a place 
she loves with people she loves.

candy.chan
@columbiaspectator.com

BY ELIZABETH KARPEN
Spectator Staff Writer 

If there’s one thing to know 
about Victor Pham, it’s that he 
prioritizes family over everything. 
Pham spoke in great detail of the 
sacrifices his family has made to 
make him a champion and how 
grateful he is for all they’ve done 
for him. 

“Both my brother and I were 
able to see success on the tennis 
court by the sacrifices my parents 
made. Dad spent all of his free time 
training and traveling with us and 
my mom supported the family by 
working,” Pham said. 

The idea of family has influ-
enced many of his majors deci-
sions. His brother, Richard Pham, 
CC ’17, who also played tennis for 
the Lions, was one of the defining 
factors that drew him to Columbia. 
While having his brother around 
allowed Pham to have a part of 
his family on campus, he quickly 
found another family with the 
men’s tennis team. 

By junior year, he was co-
captain of the team. He was also 
Ivy League Player of the Year in 

both 2018 and 2019, but he doesn’t 
want his tennis success to be the 
only thing that defines his time at 
Columbia. 

“I hope my legacy will be that 
I was a successful tennis player 
who contributed a lot to the pro-
gram on the court, but also that I 
was a great leader off the court,” he 
said. “I just wanted to bring joy to 
the team—to my teammates—and 
some comedic relief. I wanted to 
make sure they know that we were 
in this together.” 

In the fall of his senior year, 
Pham suffered a wrist injury that 
made him doubt if he would ever 
compete at a level on par to that of 
his junior year. But it was the sup-
port of his family and his team-
mates that allowed him to return 
to the court better than ever. 

“It’s really amazing to think 
that I had wrist surgery in the fall 
and I didn’t know what this year 
had in store and whether I would 
be able to reach the level of my ju-
nior year. But I think this year has 
been my best season yet. Even if I 
wasn’t top 10, I think this has been 
the most successful season of my 
career,” Pham said. 

Even though he was coming off 
over three months of being on the 
sidelines, Pham was able to go un-
defeated in Ivy play this spring. For 
his resurgent success, he thanked 
head coach Bid Goswami, associ-
ate head coach Howie Endelman, 
and his father—one of his greatest 
mentors. 

Unlike many other players, 
Pham’s primary coach was not a 
hired private coach but his own 
father. Pham’s father did not have 
any experience coaching tennis, 
but learned from watching vid-
eos and reading books in order 
to teach his son to succeed. Pham 
claims his father’s dedication is a 
crucial part to his story and jour-
ney to Columbia. It was in fact 
his father who took him back to 
the court in December after his 
surgery.

He returned to become a domi-
nant force at first singles, a position 
that he’s held since sophomore 
year. 

He hopes that his success will 
continue in the NCAA singles 
championships. The tourna-
ments began Monday, May 20 
and continues until May 25. On 

the occasion that Pham continues 
to advance, he will have to miss his 
own Commencement ceremony. 
While Commencement represents 
a pivotal moment at Columbia for 
most students, Pham hopes that he 
actually won’t be walking across 
the stage on Wednesday—a testa-
ment to his dedication to the sport.

“It’s a win-win. If I make to 
Wednesday in the tournament, 

then I become an All-American. 
If I don’t, then I get to go to 
Commencement. Honestly, I 
hope I miss Commencement,” 
Pham said. “Tennis has been with 
me since I was five years old. To 
play my final collegiate match 
at the NCAA singles tourna-
ment, I wouldn’t be upset to miss 
Commencement just because ten-
nis has been such a big part of my 

life, and it has shaped me into who 
I am. It’s a little ironic.” 

Whether he is able to become 
an All-American is still unknown, 
but no matter the result, his fam-
ily—both his actual family and 
Columbia tennis family—will sup-
port him every step of the way. 

elizabeth.karpen
@columbiaspectator.com

Alex Parkhurst, CC 

ALIYA SCHNEIDER / SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Victor Pham, CC

SENIOR PROFILE
Columbia’s graduating student-athletes have not only won championships and broken records, they’ve left a mark on campus that extends far beyond Baker.

ALIYA SCHNEIDER / SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

AUDEN BARBOUR / COLUMBIA DAILY SPECTATOR

Alani Sumako Fujii, BC 
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Equal Housing Opportunity. The complete offering terms are in an offering plan available from Sponsor. File No. CD17-0072 Sponsor: 22-12 Jackson Owner, LLC C/O Adam America Real Estate 850 Third Avenue, Suite 13D, New York, NY 10022. 

SPRING 2019 OCCUPANCY

SALES GALLERY   
22-22 JACKSON AVE LIC  

646.775.2218   
INFO@GALERIELIC.COM

FOLLOW THE ARTISTS 
@GalerieLIC
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Live just one stop from Midtown, directly across the street from MoMA PS1 
in Long Island City, NYC’s fastest growing neighborhood. GALERIE residences 

offer over 13,000 sq ft of innovative amenities such as a stunning pool, 
sculpture garden, landscaped roof terrace, dining lounge, children’s playroom,

 a curated ArtBox, and more. Designed by master modernist architects 
ODA New York, with interiors by Paris Forino Design.
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SUMMER SESSION DATES:

Registration is now open!

VISIT  |  summer.sps.columbia.edu/spec 
EMAIL  |  summersessions@columbia.edu

19S
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Start Building Your Summer
Get ahead of your degree requirements and complete 
your core classes or explore new subject areas with 
hundreds of courses from which to choose. 

S E S S I O N  1 :
May 25th–July 5th

S E S S I O N  2 : 
July 8th–August 16th

19SS062_Summer_Session_Spectator_Ad_v06.indd   1 2/26/19   11:14 AM
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*While supply lasts. Valid student ID required at check-in. Discount valid for 5 months. After 5 months, regular rates apply.  
Shuttle has limited availability and requires advanced booking.
**While supply lasts. Requires advance online booking, including selection of drop-off and retrieval date and location.  
Valid student ID required at drop-off. Regular rates apply after designated retrieval date. NYS sales tax applies.

manhattanministorage.com/students

Keep your summer plans. Leave your stuff in storage.

Self-Storage* Full Service Plus**
Hurry! This offer ends May 10, 2019. One price for the whole summer.15%  

Off
$396• Total access to your stuff.

• Free shuttle rides.
• Moving help available.
• 17 Manhattan locations.

• Campus locations near you.
• Simple drop-off and pick-up.
• Holds 10—12 medium boxes  
 plus a mini fridge.
• Locally stored in Manhattan.

OR
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CONGRATULATIONS AND
BEST WISHES TO THE 
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2019!
#Roar2019

The Commencement Team
Office of the President
commencement.columbia.edu


